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The Rockland friends of Wen~WRW55
dell Thornton, son of Charles
Thornton. Broad street, and for
11 . ,4
merly a top athlete of Rockland
High School, wiill be interested in
«?1
his appointment as superintend
C
ent of schools in Avon. Mass.
The appended clipping concern
ing the appointment is taken from
Ihe Duxbury (Mass.) Clipper.
! t
Wendell Thornton of Washing
ton street, who has had a broad
background in the field of public !
school education and youth activ-1
ities, has been unanimously elec- ;
ted by the three-man School Com
mittee of Avon to assume the du-1
ties of School Superintendent be- j
ginning Jan. 1, 1956
Mr. Thornton showed his abil,
ity as a leader and organizer j
during the past year while serving !
as president of the Plymouth j
Supt. Wendell Thornton
Teachers Association, received his
Bachelor of Arts Degree from tions department. During thia pe
Newly installed officers of the Eureka Lodge ot Masons, with installing officer, are Richard Colby College in 1930, and has riod he also lectured at various
Falla, junior warden; Albert B. Watts, Jr., installing officer; Howard J. Monaghan, incoming worship- completed his graduate work at Army
installations
throughout
ful master; and Dr. Elwood H. Brown, senior warden.
Photo by McKeon Harvard for the degree of Mas New England.
ter of Education. For two years
In 1947 he resigned from the
i Annual installation exercises of ard H
Falla, junior warden; nen. Tyler.
Installing officer was Albert B he haa been active in the field of Newton school system to teach
■ the Eureka Lodge of Masons, No. Eugene Allen, treasurer; Harlan
insurance and
Watts, Jr., grand master, ninth >!uidance and Pablic 9ch001 ad- economics and
84, were held Thursday evening H. Bragdon. secretary; Ernest
ministration.
banking at Northeastern Univer
Wilson, senior deacon; Arthur Masonic district.
at Masonic Hall. Tenants Harbor,
His Background
sity in Boston. He was also gen
Frieder, junior deacon; Rev. John
At the piano was Mabel Wilson
Atter gaining experience as eral sales representative for one
i with Howard J. Monaghan Install L. Sawyer, chaplain; Elmer Tib who played the march accom
I
ed as worshipful master.
betts. marshal; Ernest Eaton, panied by Keith on the trumpet. teacher-coach at Sylvester High of the major oil companies, cov
**<••*•
£•:' j
Other officers were: Dr. EXvood senior steward; William Anderson, Monaghan also played tw’o trum School in Hanover in 1930-31. he ering the New England territory.
accepted a similar post at Scitu In 1950 he represented several
Photo by McKeon H. Brown, senior warden; Ricn- junior steward; and Toivo Maki pet solos as part of the program.
ate High School. In September publishing houses, calling on pub
A Naval inspection team from Bath made a conducted tour of the Snow Marine Basin, Inc., boat
1933 he became a teacher of So lic schools and Libraries in New
yard off Lime street Friday afternoon with a Rockland delegation headed by Bertram Snow, owner of
the yard. Thc team of inspectors were here investigating the possibility of awarding contracts for the Changes Mind
cial Studies and Guidance in the England. Two years later he
NEW
VINALHAVEN
FERRY
DISCUSSED
construction of wooden Naval vessels. Through the efforts of Snow, his associates and the Kockland
Newton public schools, at
the joined the Plymouth school sys
Chamber of Commerce, the availability of Snow Basin was made known to the Navy. In the group are About Return To
BY KNOX COUNTY POSTMASTERS
same time working as part-time tem and was elected president of
Bertram Snow, owner; Henry Gallant, chairman of thc Chamber's Harbor Development committee; John
director of the Newton YMCA the Teachers Association in 1956.
Ganiage, an associate of Snow ; Ralph Bartlett, C hamber executive secretary; C ommander James L. i JUI/wcertain icaitc
i At the regular monthly meeting present included
ex-postmaster,
Henderson, I SN, Superintendent of the Bath office of Naval Shipbuilding; Lt. (j.g.) C harles F. Skillman. IViaSSQCn U5©Tl 5
and as director of young people’s
Mr. Thornton has for years givof the Knox County Postmasters Everett Hobbs. Hope; ex-po.t-| sctlv,tieg at
USN, attached to thc superintendent’s office, and Stanley B. Woods, contract specialist.
.
h w- h
.
the Newtonville en generously of his time to the
At the morning meeting of thc group Snow told the inspectors that facilities presently available
inOi
a s*or
’ °
C i
. v t vv
*i< i master
acting.
Elena Shute, Methodist Episcopal Church.
1
.................
’orcester. Mass., Association. A. E. Libby outlined
activities of the Duxbury Liittle
| land Me., and• Wo
allow for the possible employment of about -75 skilled and unskilled
workers at the *yard. J
Belfast; Miss Kelly, Belfast; Al
After 12 years of teaching in League. Pony League and Junior
agreed late Wednesday to waive for them some of the features of
extradition and return to Worcea-.the proposed ferry to Vinalhaven Borgerson, Oul. Head, Mis and Newton. he was granted a leave Legion baseball activities.
t
■
••
- ■ Davld Pollock, South Thom- of atwPnce while stationed at Fort
Special Training
Rockland Color
Dairyman
Avon, which has a school en
• ter to answ’er larceny charges and how it would affect the
aston;
Margaret Andrews. West DeVPIW as director of civilian rollment of over 700, has 30
and a fugitive from justice war- ' island communities of VinalhaGuard and Drum
Stricken While
For Police
Rockport; Mrs. Lottie Ewell, re- training a position that entailed teachers, an elementary school
rant instead of continuing his ven and North Haven,
tired, South Hope; and Mr. and ! the su,pervision of 3200 persons. principal and a high school prin
fight
against
extradition.
Mr.
Libby,
introduced
by
PostSergeant Slated
Quartet At Bangor On Route, Dies
Mrs. Cyril Hopper of Lincolnville. ! He worked with prisoners of war. cipal. Its new’ $1,300,000 school
Knox County Sheriff’s office, in 1 master O. V. Drew’ of Vinalhaven
Time and place of the next established
Rockland’s police department ; making the announcement, said as one who had long been identi
The Port O’ Rockland's color | Walter J. Anderson, 46, of 40
on-the job
training building will be ready for full oc
guard of 11 and the drum quar- j Rankin street. Grant’s Dairy milk will not fill the vacant sergeant that Wadsworth will be held for fied with the Vinalhaven Port Dis meeting was left to the new hoard | courses and set up a public rela- cupancy in March.
of officers.
trict and the problems of island
tet, part of the Rockland’s Jun- ' driver, died of a cerebral hemor- | position until sometime in the Massachusetts authorities.
He
is
presently
being
held
In
transportation, reviewed what has
ior Drum and Bugle Corps will ' rhage late Thursday night at thc ' sP,inK’ CitV Manager Lloyd K.
ROCKLAND MERCHANTS
the Knox County jail on a gov- transpired to date, and announced Warren Budget
Allen anounced Friday
travel to Bangor Saturday evening Knox County General Hospital afArrangements are now being I ernor’s warrant. Only Wednesday that hc would accompany Ralph
SET DOLLAR DAYS FOR
to exhibit their talent during the ter he was discovered early the made to set up a one week com- morning he was granted a hear- Brown, manager of the Vinalha Subject of
Rockland-John Bapst High Schools’ same morning slumped over the prehensive police training school ing on his petition for a writ of
ven Port District, to Augusta to Committee Meeting FEBRUARY 9, 10 AND 11
basketball game.
wheel of his truck on Camden ! with F B1 instruction sometime habeas corpus to fight the extra- get thc first diral't of the proposed
A
(hroo
1 a nd
FYnllsir
A
three dav
day RrtnL
Rockland
Dollar in
in advorfh
advertising their daily excurThe trip is the beginning of a
I during the spring, he reported.
dition proceedings with the date bill covering the enactment by the
The 1956 town budget was dis- i _
_ ..
. ,
street.
Days promotional saie was sched- sions, air tours and special
series ot demonstrations at sev
Allen said that attendance at the set for Jan. 31.
legislation which is needed.
cussed Monday night by the Bud- ujed for Feb 9 10 and n by events
Rockland police, called to the ; one wpeg school by Rockland paeral college games and later parti
After Mr. Libby’s talk, the reg
get Committee in the first of a members of the Rockland Chamcipation in exhibitions in Massa scene by passers-oy, found Ander- j trolmen would be “essentially
ular meeting of the association
Nearly a Fire
series of three meetings held at ber of Commerce Merchants’ Santa Found
chusetts, director Ralph T. Clark son unconscious. He was rushed J compulsory."
was held in the Mural Room of
the town, office. Town Manager 1 Committee Wednesday.
to Knox County' Hospital and re- ' A meeting of the Rockland Perannounced.
the
Thorndike
Hotel.
It
being
the
At Rockport
mained unconscious until his ! sonnel Examining Board, schedSterling Morris gave an explana
The group voted to hold the Eagle Island
annual meeting the following offi
death The truck was parked a ■ uled to interview candidates for Firehouse
tion of the fixed and varying ex- ! three day sale with a single grand
cers were elected for the ensuing
“Little Connie Jo Louder”, four
penditures a.s w’ell as the reve- i prize to be awarded, a full set of
short dlstance from thc Glen the position, will not be held at
KIPPY KARNIVAL
year:
president,
Mrs.
Ena
Hac

year
old daughter of Ensign SecRockport firemen had a few em
this time, the manager reported
nues account. Harold A. Boggs j cooking ware. Stores will not be
street intersection
king of St. George: first vice presiond Class and Mrs. Louder,
and
examinations
will
be
conduct

barrassing
minutes
laat
week
that
,
,
,
.
.
.
.
,
...
.
wa
s
named
committee
chairman,
asked
to
donate
prizes
this
time,
BALL
Anderson was born in South
was more than pleased to receive
...
..
,
could have easily turned into dent. Edward A. Ludwig of Wash- The Committee
discussed the e;
Thomaston on Aug. 1, 1909. the ed later.
Two suggesetions by guest Cliffrom the flying Santa a few
Rockland Community Bldg. son of Julius and Alma Aho AndThe post of sergeant was made serious trouble when fire chief ington; s-econd vice president, tablishment of an account called for(j Lucas, new manager of Wool- a box before
Christmas
Herbert Waldron of Glen Cove;
vacant
recently
by
the
appointRobert
Berry
returned
to
the
fire
insurance
and methods of re- [ worth’s dpeartment store, were
He was affiliated with his
Saturday, Feb. 4
Connie Jo. whose daddy is Light
family in the Julius Anderson & ment of Maurice Benner to cap- house one afternoon to find it secretary-treasurer. Enid Mona vamping the town’s insurance recorded. Lucas recommended
Keeper at Eagle Island Light,
ghan of Port Clyde.
8 P. M. lo Midnight
afire.
Sons dairy. The concern was ta- j tain'
system. Information and data on Wednesday afternoon closing of
wrote to Santa about a month be
Retiring President James ConBerry, w’ith hia young son. en
Joe Avery and His Music
the best method to handle the stores and a Monday evening
ken over recently by Grant’s
tered the station to pick up a nellan of Rockland congratulated town dump will be presented at opening. This would be in addition fore Christmas asking him if he
(ORONATION AT 9.30
Dairy of Bangor.
Mary A. Has
was able to fly over Eagle Island
part for a portable pump they the newly elected officers and in the next meeting of the budget
Admission 75c, Spectators 50c
t,bp Friday evening opening
Anderson was*a 32 degree Ma-|
and would he drop her and her
ducted
then
into
office.
were using at their home.
SEMI-FORMAL
committee set for 7.30. Jan. 31, now practiced by most stores in
son, belonging to Knox Lodge, AF . Fuel Pump
i little brother along with the couple
Topics of interest to the postal in the municipal building. This the community.
They
quickly
sensed
a
distinct
and AM. at South Thomaston.
j
that live on the island a rememTrouble
smell of smoke and traced it to service were discussed and re meeting will be open to all citi- (
Funeral services will be held
Another suggestion was closer brance ghe wag
p,ea9e(, wben
ports from several committees zens of the town. The school bud-'
the
downstairs
floor
which
is
ac

Sunday at 3 p. m. at the Congrega
co-operation
with
local
services
The 65 foot Vinalhaven ferry
opening the box to see that San
heard. State President Cyril Hop get will be taken up Feb. 6. at
tional Church in Rockland. Rev. left Friday noon to assist a re tually the second floor of the
ta had granted every wish.
DON'T MISS
per of Lincolnville announced that the third and final budget meet-1
building.
Charles Monteith twill officiate. In ported boat load of passengers
Connie Jo returned to her home
plans had been made for the An ing in the series before the an- ■
They
discovered
the
trouble
OUR GIGANTIC terment will be at Achorn Ceme aboard the Mary A., the Matini around the building’s oil furnace nual State Convention to be held nual town meeting March 5.
i on the Light thia week much hap
1
tery.
cus to Rockland passenger ferry,
pier because of a visit from the
where a patch in the wooden floor at the Lafayette Hotel in Port’.md
Warren town books will close !
Anderson is survived by his wife, which
had
developed
engine
GIVE AWAY
6 Million Families
Flying Santa.
planking naerly a foot long had June 8, 9 and 10. State Secretary- Wednesday. Ja.n. 31. All outstand- I
the former Irma Fickett. his fath trouble.
been burned. The heat of the fur Treasurer Bertha Borgerson re ing taxes should be in at that
Use
Bottled
Gas.
The Vinalhaven Port District
er. Julius of Rockland; three broth
THE BRIGHTEST STAB
nace had penetrated through the ported that the state membership time.
ers, William of Hartford, Conn.. reported the Vinalhaven II left a
Insist
On
My pretty star, you glimmer far
stone
and
brick
base
of
the
furn

drive
was
progressing
satisfac------------------Fred of Farmingdale, and Andrew half hour after a call from the
Across the land and sea,
Starts Monday,
The time teen-agers turn in has
Mary A reporting trouble with ace and scorched the flooring to torily with a slight gain in memof Rockland.
I And yet. each time I look at you.
the
point
where
it
had
smoulder

bership.
something
to
do
with
the
way
You’re looking down at me.
Also surviving are two sisters, their fuel pump. Location was
January 23
ed. finally causing the hole.
Other postmasters and guests they turn out.
(Continued on Page Three)
Mrs. Emery Howard of Owls Head
I know you have the brightest
Chief Berry poured water on the
face
WE'RE
and Miss Ann Anderson of Rock
spot and brought a small extin
In all the lovely sky—
land.
guisher and hose down to soak the,
But tell me why you stare at me—
COME ALL!
FREE!
FREE1 celling of the first level.
O won’t you tell me why?
When nothing bad is said about
Berry reported that since then
Perhaps you know some fairy
a man you can rest assured that
FIRST
tales
the
base of the furnace has been
iMobilflamel
PYROFAX
GAS
nothing good will he said about
COMPLETE SPORT
That you would gladly tell;
replaced with solid concreate. as
him, either.
Or maybe you have found the
OUTFIT
Val. $55.00
bestos and an air space to pre
place
LEADS AGAIN
vent
another
occurrence.
UI
vs
Where all the fairies dwell.
Sport Coat - Pants

SALE

Mobil-flame

GIVING AWAY

^WINTIK fR.0UL

Shirt - Tie
Socks - Belt
SECOND

1 SPORT COAT

Val. $28.00

THIRD

DOBBS HAT

Val. $12.50

FOURTH

SHIRT & TIE

Val. $ 6.00

JUST REGISTER AT
THE STORE
More Details on the Sale
Thursday.
DON'T MISS IT!

VETERANS
ATTENTION
Dear Fellow-Veteran;
This is your invitation to at
tend the world premiere of
“The Magic Bond’’ on Channel
Five (5) at 2.00-2.30 p. m. on
Sunday. January 22.
lt’a a
power-packed TV show t.hat|
will mean much to you per
sonally,

- NOW FREE GAS INSTALLATION
SBRVKL
No Deposit on
Regulating Equipment
or Tanks

Some folks think anything is
cheap that they can buy on time.
.•••••••'Tai. Camden 44,-•••••••y
SUN0AY SPECIAL

\/ll I AGE

BOAST HUME RIBS BEEF

HENRY 8. MILLS,

V. F. W. POST 2499
ROCKLAND, MAINE

m

MAST TENOEK Y0IM6 j

. Atupkey dinner j

Albert E. MacPhail
445 MAIN ST.
TEL 718
ROCKLAND. HB.

-r SURDAV OlMHtR
/

treofcfoM from P

' !•»*

•

\ luncheon til 2 • Dinner S te t;30 •

-

DANCE

Sponnored by
THE LADIES’ AVMUABY
KNOX COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL

AT

11-830
OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY

COMPTON’S
OOB. PARK * UNION STS
TEL. 11M

»e4eeee>>•♦•••••••••••♦

I'd like to reach my arm. to you.
And bring you down to play.
But I am just a little child,
i And you’re so^far away!
Jean Langille Rutherford.

THE THORNDIKE HOTEL
Music by

Eddie Hustus and His Orchestra

Marion
VI

Commander.

Brown's

k

Some people jump to conclu
sions because they want to know
how the story ends.

TOP PRICES PAID FOR

FANCY LIVE POULTRY

YOU HAVE A DATE FOR FUN!

Call

SATURDAY, JANUARY 28

NEWPORT POULTRY CO.

9 P. M.-12.00
$2.00 the Couple

Isidore Poust

PHONE 431 FOR TABU RESERVATIONS

NEWPORT, MAINE

TEL EMPIRE

W964

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Fish Hawk Makes

Camden High

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Good As Boxer

School Basketeers

Editor and Publisher.

Word ha9 been received in Vin

alhaven that one of its former

resident. Denny Swears. is makingr good as boxer. Now about IS
years old. he left the island about
flve years ago to reside with his
mother in Lawrence, Mass. His
aunt. Mrs. Walter Geary of Vina'.haven. has furnished The CourierGazette with a clipping from an
unidentified
newspaper
which
reads in part as follows:
" At the moment, the name
Dennis L. Swears probably does
not mean a great deal to the boys
in the upper eschelons of boxing
but it will if Denny or his man
ager, Pony Licata. have any thing
to say about it.
"A rookie by ring measure
ments, he is smart and learns
quickly. He is what is called a
hungry fighter and that is what
his manager likes about him.
“His best fighting weigth is 158
pounds and be keeps there by
steady conditioning. Last year he
fought as a novice in the Golden
Glove contests at Lowell. Since
then he has fought four times,
winning each contest by a knock
out."

Make Clean Sweep
Junior Varsity
A strong Camden Junior Varsj^y squad overcame a shaky’
flrst half t0 g0 on (0 dcfeat a
?<.rappy vinalhaven quintet by a
55^44 score Thursday evening at
,hp Camden gym. In a prelimlnary contPst the Camden girls’
junjt>r varsity rolled to a convincing 61-32 win.
The flrst period of the main contest was an even affair as neith
er squad could seem to get an
offense going. The junior Mus
tangs found themselves in the sec
ond period and had established a
nine point lead at half time. Dur
ing the final two periods Cantden fought off two Wildcat ral
lies to maintain its lead.
The scoring of the winners was
well divided with 10 players en
tering the scoring column and no
man hitting the double figures.
The visitors depended upon Hal
Anderson and Bruce Thompson for '
their scoring punch as the two
picked up 19 and 17 points.
In the preliminary contest Ben
Nash of the winners and Doris
Doughty of the losers shared scor
ing honors with 19 points each.

Fish and Game
Roundup

Camden J. V. (35)

Rf. Bennett 2(2). Worthcn 3(1);
If, Davis 4. Cooper 2(2). Wilbur;
c. Litchfield 2. Powers 4(1); rg.
By Bon Speers
Nucclo 1(2), Talbot 4; lg, Dins
Well into January and a real more 1(2). Milliken (1).
January tbaw underway at this
Vinalhaven (44)
writing. Conditions throughout ‘.he
Rf. Ames. Hunt 1; If. B. Thomp
state have certainly changed from
a month ago when everything was son 8(1), D. Thompson. Tolman;
well covered with a heavy blan c, Anderson 9(1); rg, Sutliffe; lg.
White 2. Polk 1.
ket of snow!
Period scores:
Conditions have changed some
10 27 39 55
for the state's wildlife also, in Camden J. V.
10 18 27 44
some cases for the better, in some ' Vinalhaven
Flanagan and Dearfor the worse, depending on hov
Officials:
you look at It. The disappearance born,
( aniilen High Girls
of the snow has left the snowshoe
The Camden High School girls’
rabbits in a bad way, to put it
mildly. After having gone through basketball team rolled up a 20
the winter change and having put point lead over the Crosby High
on a white coat to match the sur- lassies at Camden Thursday afroundings, the bunnies now find i tetnoon and then used subs libtbat the melting snows have left ! erally as they scored a 45-30 win
them as conspicuous as a firefly over the Belfast team
Eight different Camden players
in a dark cave.
Rabbit hunters aren't complain found a place in the scoring col
ing though, and according to all umn with tall Janan Babb taking
reports, what started out as an individual honors for the winners
excellent season in most areas of with 12 points. Game honors went
the state is now little short of to Crosby forward Blood
who
sensational, with good bag limits i dropped in seven field goals and
being the rule rather than the ex- I a foul shot for 15 points,
ception. In a year of high rabbit
,
Camden (45)
population, however, the gunners' Rfj Babb 6, Arau 2, Cain; If. R.

aren’t going to even put a dent Mitchell 1, McDonald 2(1), Rultin the rabbit numbers.
j ,.r i; cf, Hoffses 3(1). Nash 4.
The unusual weather has help- j Crabtree 2(1); rg, Ames, Meged the deer herd so far also, with qu|erj Qerrish; lg. Young. Garreports coming in from the cen- ian<j;
cg> Marshall. Robinson,
tral and southern sections of the Leland.
state of deer moving freely in
Crosby (30)
the woods and fields. Whenever
Rf. Blood 7(1); If, Foss 2(2),
free movement is afforded the Meservey 1; cf, Higgins 5(1); rg,
animals through the hard ’‘^ Huntington, P. Fish; lg. Green
months of the year, they are able law’; eg, B. Fish.
to obtain more and better food
Period scores:
and thus come through the winter canK,en
in far better condition than they j Qrosby
would otherwise do. Free move- J
Official: Flanagan.
ment of the animals also saves 1
wear and tear on the deer yards,
Commisioner Cobb of the Fish and
those areas in which the deer are
Game Department, highlights two
more less confined when the snows I ,.
,
items of interest to sportsmen of
are doep and travel is hard. The ,,
"
| the state.
less food taken out of the yards
_. . . .. , , .. . ,
„
1
First is the fact that at the De
now, the more available later
partment’s request a survey of j
when it will be needed.
the Department is now underway
From
the standpoint of one
by the Wildlife Management In
group of sports-men though, the
stitute. Purpose of the survey is
thawing weather hasn’t been par
to examine present departmental
ticularly welcome. To the men
methods and organizational setup
who string the steel along the
with a view ol modernizing where '
streams and ponds in search of
necessary in order to get full
beaver pelts, the sudden rush of value for the sportsman's dollar
high
... week
, . a column
,
,, carry
B water has made life difficult. Next
will
to say the least. According to war- ...
.
, . „
’

this story in more detail,

*

dens of Maine's Fish

and Game

.

_

...

..

Second item is the appointment
Department,
numerous sets have of...
...
...
K
the Fish and Game Commie
been flooded out and made usesioneir
by Governor Muskie
to
less, and manv marshes have be- j
1 serve as the state representative
come impossible to trap under the
„
_ .
.
or. the International Survey of the
present conditions.
Every cloud
St. Croix river. This survey will
has a silver lining however, and cover all phases of state interest,
perhaps the decrease in the num
including flsh and game, power,
ber of pelts taken Is-cause of 'he
agriculture, pollution, etc.
Ap
floods may be offset by an in
pointment of Mr. Cobb is a defi
crease in the market price due !o
nite recognition of the conserva
the shortage
tion interests of the State of Maine
Latest newsletter issued by
and is all to the good from the
sportsman’s point of view.
FLY Anywhere. Plane and hotel
Until nexk week then, good
reservations, tickets, information.
hunting!
KOCMAN’D TRAVEL SERVICE,
State News Co., Tel. 863-R.

I

Slow Down And Live!

Three Times

a Week

John

NEWSPAPER

M. Richardson

HISTORY

The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established In 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17. 1897.
Subscriptions 47.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 6547.

ED IT

0

RIAL

A TAXPAYERS' LEAGUE

A very deaf ear to the ground could still hear the
rumblings looking toward the formation of a Taxpayers’
League in Rockland. Nothing may come of it or much, de
pending on the future, but a very definite sentiment is
abroad in the land.
We will watch the situation with keen civic interest.
AN ATTIC-SEARCHING FAD

In this nation of ours beset by fads of every sort, with
"Days” and “Weeks" sometimes set aside to promote them,
why not have a truly worth-while fad like one for attic
searching.
Just think of the treasures resting unseen and dust cov
ered in the attics of the nation. Priceless antiques rest in
many an attic, in some instances of great value that could
he a possible means of easing the financial burden of many
a family, little suspecting its dusty assets.
Possibly an even more vital angle is the presence,
neglected and unrecognized, of historical documents and
articles which may never see the light of day or ever reach
hands which would recognize their importance. One of the
priceless steamboat pictures in our personal collection was
spied by a keen-eyed friend pr otruding from rubbish en
route to the town dump.
Why not start an attic-searching fad?
CAST THEIR SHADOWS BEFORE-

There can be small doubt as to the meaning of the res
ignation of Gov. Muskie from the Democratic National
Committee. In the very near future he can be expected to
announce his candidacy to succeed himself as Maine’s
Chief Executive.
He has had no time to attend a single meeting of the
Democratic National Committee in past months, and frank
ly states his expected inability to serve during the hectic
presidential year months ahead. It all says without so stat
ing that he hopes to have his days fully occupied with
problems in Augusta.
Edmund Muskie has served 14 months as Governor of
Maine, a democratic Governor with a Republican Legisla
ture and a Republican Executive Council, yet he has served
well. He has been Governor of Maine first and Maine’s
leading democrat second, a wholesome and refreshing
experience, and credit should be given where credit is due.
His announcement of his candidacy for a second term
already casts a long shadow* before it.

"WINTER FROLIC" ON JANUARY 28

Sportsmen's Show

WILL MAKE PLEASANT HISTORY

Slated For

“The Winter Frolic” an infor tend.
"For years, people have com
mal
dance sponsored by the
Ladies’ Auxiliary of Knox County plained that there is very little
to do in the winter in Rockland"
General Hospital, will be held at
Mrs. Miller pointed out. "Here's
the Thorndike Hotel, Saturday, an opportunity for everyone to
Jan. 28.
enjoy an evening of dancing and
Mrs. Lawrence Miller, chair general fun.”
man of the dance,
announced
Music will be provided by Ed
that proceeds will go to the hos die Hustus and his orchestra from
pital.
9 p. m.. until midnight when cof
"The Winter Frolic” is not fee will be served for everyone.
keyed to any particular occasion Tickets will be $2 per couple.
said Mrs. Miller .but will most
Those who want tabic reserva
certainly provide a wonderful tions can call Mrs. Miller at Rock
evening of fun for those who at land 438.

February 20 to 22

Coast Guard Team

Wins From Townies
A basketball quintet from the
Rockland Coast Guard base ran
roughshod over a newly organized
Rockland Townie team. 68 to 50.
in a game played at the Commu
nity Building Thursday night.
Grabbing an 18 to 9 lead at the
end of the initial canto the
Coasties were still but nine points
up when the half whistle blew.
They came back strong in the
third for a 47 to 33 lead.
Big guns for the victors were
forward A1 DeRisi with 26 points
and George Fournier at a guard
post with 16.
The

Townies' Thompson,

drop

ping in 16. aided the loser’s cause.
Coast Guard

(68)

Rf. DeRisi 11(4); If, Adams 3;

c. Dever 6; rg. Lanpher 3(2); lg.
Fournier 8.
Townies (30)
Rf. Thompson 7(2);
If. Smith
2(1), Clark 1; c. Dowell 3. Demmons 6; rg, Robishaw 2(2); D.
Smith 1(1).
Period scores:
Rockland
9 22 33 50
Coast Guard
18 31 47 68

Service Notes
Herbert R. Bean, R. M. 3. re
ceived his discharge from the
Navy at Norfolk, Va.. arrived a*
the home of his parents. Mr. and
Mirs. Lloyd Bean, last Tuesday.
He and Mrs. Bean are with them
for awhile.

Folks aren’t half so nice when
they think they are the whole
thing.

Knox County Fish and Game
Association met Thursday at the
Masonic Hall. Union, for a reg
ular monthly meeting. At the busi
ness session, which followed a
dinner, plans were discussed for
the
forthcoming
Sportsmen’s
Show, sponsored by the associa
tion.
President Rupert L. Stratton
announced that the date would
be February 20. 21 and 22.
The place: Rockland Community
Building. Details of exhibits, en
tertainment, etc. have yet to be
worked out but present plans In
clude
demonstrations
by
the
Kowa Archers, by the newly or
ganized Hatchpt Mountain Arch
ery Club, and pistol shoots, both
as demonstrations and in com
petition between several teams.
The State Game Farm will pro
vide an exhibit of live specimens
and as a new presentation, local
Kennel clubs will show how some
of the best hunting dogs in this
area work ahead of the gun.
The highlight of the three day
carnival will be the burning of
the $6,000 mortgage on Beaver
Lodge, the Alford Lake home of
the association.
Club members
take much pride in the fact that
this large Indebtedness was paid
off in the record time of three
years.
Specially honored in connection
with the ceremonies incident to

the burning of the mortgage will
be all charter members, those
enjoying 25 years or more mem
bership, and all past presidentsRecords show that George St.
Clair is the oldest charter member.
Another special guest will be
Elmer S. Bird, the grandson of the
founder of the association.
Commissioner Roland S. Cobb of
the Inland Fish and Game Com
mission has been invited to at
tend the ceremonies, which will
take place on the evening of Feb.
21.
On that same Tuesday Scouts
apd Brownies will be admitted
free of charge.
Francis Orne. who is the chair
man of the committee in charge
of the show states that the main
prize, as last year, will be a long
distance telephone call to a ser
vice man or woman anywhere in
the world.
Slow Down And Live!
UNION FARMERS MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Union, Maine

ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1955
Cash in office and bank $3,191.78
Gross cash assets,
$3,191.78
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1955
50 per cent cash premium. $591.62
Total liabilities,
$591.62
Net cash assets.
$2,600.16
Premium notes subject
to assessment.
$23,665.00
Deduct all assessments
and payments,
$1,183.25

Balance due on pre
mium notes.
$22,481.75
JAMES L. DORNAN,
9-S-15
Secretary.

Announcing Plymouth’s $150,000

Lucky Motor Number Sweepstakes

■

U

A TRY AT DISASTER INSURANCE

IA

considerable local interest has been apparent in the
matter of disaster insurance on the community level. The
best discussion of the matter we have yet seen is append
ed, credited to the Christian Science Monitor. Ed.l
Insuring communities of people against losses from
“natural" disasters and insuring individuals against isolat
ed adversity are two quite different problems. The Red
Cross years ago defined disaster as a catastrophe striking
so many people so suddenly that the ordinary resources
and institutions of the community cannot cope with it.
'Nor have private insurance companies been able to
cope completely with the problems raised by any kind of
group calamity. Even with disasters caused by fire or
wind storm (which risks insurance companies "'write''
and against which property owners commonly carry poli
cies), it is found that the people with the smallest resources
are, ipsofacto. the very ones who carry the least insurance
or none at all. Relatives and friends are likely hit, too.
Disasters caused by floods present an even tougher
problem. Ar.d it is to make a substantial start toward find
ing an answer that the President mentioned it in his State
of the Union message and the administration has now spon
sored a bill.
Where private insurance companies write this risk
at all they feel they must charge high premiums. For they
know that the only ones who would seek such protection
must be especially vulnerable to deluges—and many to the
same potential flood. Insurance, to be sound insurance, must
spread the cost among high and low risks both.
Here is a situation which of>ly government can handle.
Yet it faces
some of the same difficulties as the
insurance companies. No one wishes by way of either his
taxes or his premiums to encourage another to remain in
a hazardous location or to subsidize, for Instance, the far
mer who calculatlngly takes the risk of farming rich bot
tom land. Yet usually what turns a flood into a disaster is
inundation of areas never before, or almost never, reached
by rising waters.
However, the “climate of opinion’’ seems ta favor a fed
eral endeavor to cut this Gordian knot. Now that both the
Atlantic and Pacific seaboards have suffered major de
vastations, the sadly experienced Mississippi Valley no long
er stands alone. California's Senator Knowland's expressed
support gives notice also that some conservatives who usu
ally pull tiack from extending federal functions may make
an exception here.
This much at this early date can be said about the
administration’s hill: To the extent it would reinsure pri
vate companies on the peculiar and excessive risks of flood
it would require the companies to carry some of the load
and avoid going into the insurance agency business itself.
To the extent it requires states to help pay the premiums
it could bring about a more substantial and uniform as
sumption of local responsibility. To the extent it requires
the individual to pay most of the premium and to shoulder
some of the risk (through a deductible clause) it would
preserve the vital element of self-help.
There is still the problem of those of minimum income
whose insurance coverage, if any, will have to be supple
mented by straight relief. And one can foresee problems
of policy and administration that loom large. But they are
not insurmountable. The government has had consid
erable experience with war risk and crop insurance. Much
of what it has learned surely can be applied to the
"natural" disaster field.
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AND 783 OTHER

1st prize

2"11 PRIZE

$5o;ooo

ALL-EXPENSE WORLD TRIP
FOR 2 BY AIR
plus *5,000 cash

CASH

politically

BIG CASH PRIZES
3rd prize—$5,000

4th prize—$2,500

5 th prize—$1,000
50 prizes of $500

75 prizes of $250

100 prizes of $100
555 prizes of $50

785 prizes in all—
total of $150,000

World’s easiest contest—just go to any Plymouth dealer
and register the motor number of your 1950 or newer model car

(any make). That’s all. Nothing to buy or guess or solve.
Driving. And we hope you'll ask about

It’s our chance to celebrate our
record-breaking sales—and to make even

That's all there is to it! There’s no
obligation—nothing whatever to buy or

more friends. It’s your chance to win up
Io $50,000 in cash —a thrilling around-

solve or rhyme.

the-worid trip for two. plus $5,000 — or

biggest car of the low-price three...

in to your dealer’s now. You may have

any one of 783 other big cash prizes.

only low-price car with Push-Button

a lucky motor number!

Plymouth’s red-hot deals.)

(Sure, we hope you’ll

Don’t miss this chance at $50,000 or

look over the new jet-age Plymouth ...

that exciting world trip for two. Hurry

And it’s so easy to win: You merely

bring proof of ownership—for your 1950
or nettcr model car — to any Plymouth

dealer, and copy your motor number
onto the FREE entry blank. See rules.

Sweepstakes opens January 17—

hurry in and enter now!

V

ATTENTION POULTRYMEN

LIVE

POULTRY

WANTED

PLEASE CAU. CHARLIE SHAN!

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.
ROCKLAND 1396 or

1360

We Are Also Looking for

Poultry Raisers
Small or Large.

Terms To Meet Your Approval

CAU NOW FOR HU INFORMATION
4*-r«

Chamber Chat
Ralph W.
Bartlett, execu’ivc
secretary of the Rockland Chamb'r ol Commerce, is ill receipt of
a letter from Senator Frederick
G. Payne in which the latter takes
occasion to compliment the local
chamber. To quote, in part: “You
have a splendid group and if thia
same type of initiative can be
continued in the future it is going
to build a very excellent founda
tion for wonderful developments
in your area.”
On Tuesday

rtlett

Leavitt Coffin and

will

worth to talk over the possibility
of forming a Chamber of Com
merce there. A nucleus of inter
ested businessmen have request
ed their visit.
Also, on Tuesday morning, ;
Bartlett will speak over the local
radio station on the subject of
he prospective visit of Commis- '
Stoner Carl J. Broggi, Department :
of Industry and Commerce.

/S

roc
OFFICIAL

SWIIPSTAKIS

AULIS

Many a person has been arrest- !
ed for taking things as they come.

1.
u|«in to «ny (mthoii io U. S. ,)r territories who
owns a 1950 or newer model ear. registered in his or her
rune prior to Jan. 17, 1956, except employees and their
Immediate families of Plymouth Motor Corp.. Plymouth
Division of Chrysler C-orp., its advert iaing agencies. The
Keubsn H. Donnelley C«p„ and Plymouth dealers.

It'a impossible for anyone to find

2. Nothing to buy or solve. Take your title, owner's
card or registration certificate—any proof of ownerahip
nv Plymouth dealer. Register your car's motor

blank. Then sign your name, address and telephone
number, and have your entry signed or otherwise vali
dated by a Plymouth dealer or salesman. Place entry
in the contest entry box.

3. Winners will be selected by The Reuben H. Donnelley
Corp, by blindfold drawing. 1st prize winner will be
selected first 2nd prize winner, second, etc., in suc
cessive drawings. Decisions of judges final.

4. All entries become the {troperty of Plymouth Divi-

into any correspondence with any contestant, except
winners.
5. Contest opens at beginning of dealer’s business day,
January 17, 1956. Entries must be placed in entry box
before close of dealer’s business day, March IP, 1956.
6. Winners will be notified by mail by May 10. 1956.
Names and addresses of winners will be posted at
Plymouth dealers. Prizes awarded at Detroit, Mich.
7. Second prize winner must complete around-the-wortf
trip within two weeks, by October 31, 1956. Total cost
of trip for two not to exceed f'

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 21, 1956
" J. C.'s Observed
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Camera Club

Bosses1 Night

Plans For

Wednesday

Guest Night

catchers for years. These men
, were as much a part ot my career
as the steamboats themselves.
The most of them were honest,
faithful, and reliable, and well
worthy of trust. I feel much bet
ter to vindicate these men from
any harsh thing I have ever said
! about them.
• • *
tion this man’s right to the prop
My
close
friend,
and a great
erty he had paid for. In the
morning this check was removed admirer of all steamboat men, and
from the neck of the man by the steamboats. Capt. James Stinson
room clerk.
of Stonington, has just completed
I harbored no sense of pity for a strikingly beautiful model of
these men who had allowed them the Steamer Mount Desert. This
selves to degenerate to this state is his fourth and most beautiful
of existence, but these men were model of steamboats. Each of his
lifesavers for all steamboat first models is alive, their walking
officers and the whole steamboat beams tread, and the paddle
industry. They were always on wheels turn by pressing a switch.

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

A three and a half year old girl,
Colleen Morang, daughter of Mr.
Two members of the Rockland
Mrs. Emily Henry Bush of Bas(Social and community events and Mrs. Donald Morang of Owls Junior Chamber of Commerce. I ton. noted color photographerJohn M Richardson
are solicited for this calendar All Head wore a big cast on her right who had reached the age limit for lecturer, will be speaker at the
are free and space here cannot bc arm today as the result of a fall, membership, received their "ex- Knox County Camera Club guest
purchased. Strictly commercial
girl„ was treated at Knox | hausted rooster" pins at the An- night in the Farnsworth Museum
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, The
_
CAPTAIN SCOTT RISES IN
cannot be accepted. The decision Countv Gene,al Ho8P“*« for
nual Bosses Night dinner and auditorium March 6.
fractures
of
her
lower
right
arm.
of the editor is final.]
meeting at the Thorndike Hotel
Mrs. Bush has been a photogra THE DEFENSE OF THE
She received the injury at home. Wednesday.
pher for many 5 ears, and among
Jan. 21—Finnish-American Polio
u
benefit Community Building.
Robert Varney and Robert An- her lectures are visits with HollySTEAMBOAT BUMS’’
Rockland Chamber of Corn- derson. now 36 were presented wood movie people; trips through
Jan. 26—Mothers March of Dimes.
(Second Installment)
arch of Foster's wharf, and many
Jan. 26 — St. Bernard’s Annual merce is in receipt of a letter with their pins in a brief cere- Europe and Gardens of the Old
Coffee Party.
of the Irish boys spent their eve
from Stanley R. Tupper. Coni I niony.
World.
At
the
end
of
thc
day
we
five
Jan. 27 — Golden Rod Chapter,
nings at Jim Corbett's place
missioner of Sea and Shore Fish- i
The
Jaycee
gathering
heard
a
She
is
the
head
of
Camercades.
OES, meets at 7.30 at Ma«onic
regulars would drop everything across Atlantic avenue nearly
cries,
assuring
that
the
commis-|
Temple.
by John Pomeroy, general Incorporated, a new series of phoFeb. 1—Lafayette Auxiliary will sion will do everything possible to manager of the Dragon Cement tographie tours in various parts ten minutes before sailing time across from Fleet street.
meet at 6.30 at Odd Fellows assist in promoting the forthcom
Most of their meals were from
plant in Thomaston, on the cement j of the United States, which this and just stand by. The second
Hall.
ing Maine Seafoods Festival. Tup industry.
year
will
Maine
’
s
first
conduct
Feb. 2—Theta Rho Girls Club will
per states that with the assign
Toastmaster for the affair was summer
color
meet at Odd Fellows Hall at 7
photographic
ment of a publicity representative Carl Blackington.
p. m.
school in Camden.
to
his
commission
by
the
Depart

Feb. 2—Emblem Club meets Elks
Mrs. Bush will be guest of the
Home at 8 p. m.
ment of Development of Industry
Camera Club at dinner before the
Mid-Coast
Assn.
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
and Commerce an expert will be
meeting and of Mr. and Mrs. El
Feb. 20-21-22—Sportsmen’s Show,
available to work with Rockland
Rockland Community Building.
mer E. Barde overnight.
Also
Meets
Feb. 21-22—Elks’ 50th Anniver Chamber of Commerce and the
At this week’s meeting mem
sary.
Festival Committee.
Wednesday
bers brought flash lighting equip
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
ment for a session conducted by
Members of the Maine Midj Jim Moore. The club will have
Executive Secretary Ralph Bart Stage Show
Coast Route 1 Association will
| an exhibit in the Sportsmen’s
lett of Rockland Chamber of
meet with Industrial Development
A Offered With
Show in the Community Building
Commerce again reminds
all
Commissioner Carl J. Broggi
Feb.
20-21-22.
chamber members of the 7 p. m. Dance Tonight
Wednesday before the scheduled
session to be held at the Thorndike
I' lllUUOVliai
industrial L.UU11111LLCC
committee VIIIIli:
clinic III
to ll»»
be I
r-rTT'r'rT^’TrnrT-T ■ywr^mr-s’i’-'r rr»i’jwTT-r»T ri
»w *» «- *» ■
Hotel on Jan. 25. to be attended by
A musical program will be add-1 conducted by Broggi and assist- Six New Members
» »»
»•*
Commissioner Broggi and staff.
*
This meeting will be preceded by American Polio Dance scheduled
The association will get together Accepted By K. C.’s
a dinner, at 6 p. m., for the direc for the Community Building to- with the new commissioner at 4
Thc Limerock Council No, 136,
tors of the chamber, the members night with western vocal and p. m. at the Thorndike Hotel. Pre
of the industrial committee and in comedy stars it was announced. : vious meetings of the association Knights of Columbus exemplified
...
«
honor of the Broggi party.
The program, starting at 10 p. have been held during the eve I the first degree upon six new
'
—-.-7—
members
at
a
meeting
held
Wedm.. will feature Otto Proctor and ning. This is the first afternoon
1 nesday evening at St. Bernard's
Rockland Kiwanis meets at the his radio gang and vocalist Rob- meeting,
| Church Hall.
Thorndike Hotel Monday at 6.15 ert Stackpole of Thomaston. Also I The Route 1 Association, inter
Fr. George Goudreau, council J
An unusual photograph of S. S. Camden made at the dock in
ground is Mt. Battie with the Mt. Battie Club House readily seen.
p. m. with Liuet. John Hoctor. in the spotlight will be Harry J ested in the development of thc
What a pity the club house is not there today with a good motor
registrar and athletic coach of the Stred. Henry Laukka and Bill mid-coast area, hopes to use the chaplain, welcomed the new mem-1 her name town. This was early in her career, her first season
out, as is proven by the picture. Who can see bow? In the backcar access road.
Maine Maritime Academy speak Podkowa.
ail of Warren, and opportunity to exchange views bers and refreshments were scr- '
ved following the ceremony.
ing on related subjects and show members of the Warren’s Lions with Broggi.
mate would hand us our time the free lunch counters in the hand to take thc lines in the The ease and accuracy of their
The six were Lawrence J. Daning motion pictures of last year’s Club minstrel show. They will be
The meeting will adjourn in
slips, and as soon as the ship bars.
With their evening far middle of the night. They were operation is a wonderful piece of
deneau
of
Camden.
Robert
J.
|
West Indies cruise by faculty and accompanied by
Mrs. Pauline time for 6 p. m. dinner and the
sailed we would haul in the gang spent many of them walked quite standing in the cold blasts of win- craftsmanship, and as every piece
students aboard the State of Pellicani.
Robishaw
and
Leo
S.
Dostie
of
i
7 o’clock clinic.
planks to their proper place, hoist unsteady to their favorite 15-ccnt' ter on Atlantic avenue to come to of work is done by hand his ef
Maine. Members are urged to
During the two hour session, Kockland. and Joseph F. Bradlee,
Master of ceremonies will bc
the slips, close the freight shed lodging house in Boston’s North your beckoning call. When we forts are most unusual. It is Capt.
bring as their guests any likely Charles Kigel of Warren.
business scheduled includes re- Harold P. Richardson and Regidoors, and go to the cashiers End.
These houses thrived in [ were ln a tough spot with five or Stinson's purpose that these boats
young man who might become a
■ ports by association members; in- uald G. Henderson, all of Thomoffice at the street end of thc shed those days. In every third block six hitches of six horse teams will relive and his dreams are
candidate for admission to the
The only people who avoid crit eluding
thc
redcsignation
of aston.
and get our money. This office on Atlantic avenue was a bar. At blocking the entire gateway to fast coming true. I enclose a pic
academy.
icism are those who do nothing.
Stockton Springs-Ellsworth route 1
was always open to us a half hour every dock in Boston harbor was India Wharf loaded with barrels ture of his latest model, the
by Ralph Irving of Ellsworth; di Municipal Court
after the steamer sailed as the at least two steamboats. This of sugar, that is when those Mount Desert.
Capt. Stinson
The State of Maine Public Util
BORN
rectional signs on the Maine
Brown—At Knox Hospital. Jan. j Turnpike by Edward B. Denny,
ities Commission has called a
George Shrout, 28, of Rockland cashier had to close his books for I made Atlantic avenue a long- roust-a-bouts on Atlantic avenue has many scrap books and pic
19. to Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. !
the day.
shoreman's paradise.
were not called "bums." They tures of the steamboat era that he
public hearing for 10.30 a. m.,
Jr., of Damariscotta; possibility ot and Portland was found guilty on j
Brcwn. a daughter.
I continued to work with these
These boarding houses could not took me out of a tough spot more has saved well beyond a half a
Feb. 1 at the Municipal Court
Wood—At Portland, Jan. 13, to j 1 boar1’ a ver*">'ng by Joshua charges of assault and battery on J
Room, Knox County Court House Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Wood. , Treet, III, of Belfast, Distribution his wife, Harriett, of Rockland so called “bums” until spring. I be called "showtels” as they were than once. My purpose of this century, and his memory is clear
for a consideration of discontin (Elaine Glendenning), a son— of 1956 maps by Russell E. Ross of and of non-support of his two finally got a job as deck hand on j more or less dilapidated buildings ! article is to vindicate these men on the boats, men and the Import
uance of local bus line service in Robert Mark.
Old Orchard Beach.
young children in Municipal Court the Penobscot which started my although they did a thriving busi- from that savage word, "Bum.” ant events during the early days
Harley—At Camden Community '
steamboat career. The men who ' ness. At the desk in the small They were as much of thc steam- of Maine steamboats. I visit his
Rockland by the Staples Bus Line Hospital, Jan. 14. to Mr. and Mrs. j Other reports given will be on Thursday.
shop as often as I can and he al-.
also proposed increase in fares “’’erce Harley, a son — Robert . thc further possibility ot coastal' The respondent had entered a are the principals in this article i dingy office thc transient would boat era as the four striper.
I recall well the seniors of all ways renews some event that is
Wayne.
and investigation of service.
maps by Julian Leslie of Yar plea of not guilty to both charges. were Atlantic avenue's regulars.. pay his 15 cents. The room or
mouth and highway committee Found guilty, he was sentenced to After the steamboat freight shed bunk clerk would put a brass these men who had tread the so important to me, but time had
DIED
Good from Jan. 1 to Aug. 31.
plans by Clarence A. Race of 60 days in jail on each of the two doors were closed for the night check on a chain around the paving of Atlantic avenue for almost erased it in my mind.
Seavey—At Rockland. Jan. 29 '
they spent their evenings in the man's neck with the number of over a half a century. Dan Do When there Is something bother
eight mo. Readers Digest, $1.00 William A. Seavey, age SI years. | North Edgccomb.
charges but Judge Alfred Strout
warmth of Peter Crowley's Bar his bed on it. This was so a tran herty, Smooth Welch, Thomas ing me that I want to remember,
or 16 mos. $2.. to new subscribers funeral services Monday at 2 p. j
' suspended the
sentences and
across from India Wharf, or Sulli sient arriving later more or less Meehan
and
Eddit
Collins. I just phone Captain Jim
only. Renewals and new sub m. from Burpee Funeral Home ,
, placed the accused on one year’s
van's on Atlantic avenue at the under the weather could not ques- These old timers were thc line
Capt Walter E. Scott.
scriptions taken on any other with Rev. Merle S. Conant ofTi- I Mary A.
probation on each of thc charges.
elating.
Interment in Achorn I
magazine published. Call or write Cemetery.
(Continued From Page One)
Shrout was ordered to pay $10
1, in Portland, a Circuit Rider are free, and a continuation of the
Sherwood E. Frost. 158 North
Baeh^’der—At Rockland
Jan. j given as half way between Matini- a week for the support of his five Film Council
Financial Assist
Program on financial assistance Circuit Rider Program will large
Main street. Tel. 1181-J.
9*11 20, Edith E. Bachelder, wife of cus and Rockland.
ye*r old son and four year old
Vdelbert Bachelder. age 76 years. !
will
bc inaugurated.
ly depend on the reactions and
Showing
At
The 62 foot ferry was on its wav daughter. Failure to do so would
ance Offered To
Funeral services Monday at 2 p. ,
Edward J. Stewart. New Eng interest shown.
from
Matinicus,
skippered
by
result
in
the
revocation
of
pro

m. from Russell Funeral Home
Small Business
land Regional Director, hopes that
Mr. Stewart also stated that
with Rev. Edward T. Bar.am offi- Stuart Ames, when the trouble de- bation and service of the origi The Museum
MILLER ’S
by bringing his personnel direct other problems in management,
I dating.
, veloped. A call was immediately nal jail sentence. He was also
The Small Business Adminis
The Rockland Film Council in
to the people a valuable service new products development and
Anderson At Rockland. Jan. 19. dispatched to Coast Guard who re- ordered to stay away from his
GARAGE
Walter Julius Anderson. age 46 i ,
, .. . ..
, rv . ■ »
co-operation with thc Film Coun tration announces a new service will result. He has selected John procurement may be discussed
8
!
layed
it
to
the
Port
District.
wife.
years. Funeral services Sunday at |
to
small
enterprisers.
cil of America and the Farns
The Best Place To
» » .
L. Callahan, an expert financial with his representative who will
The Vinalhaven II with Alfred
3 p. m. from Congregational
Beginning on Wednesday, Feb. specialist with long experience in be at the Thorndike Hotel, Rock
Henry P. Sleeper. 25. of 157 Tal worth Museum will present the
Buy a
Church with Rev. Charles Mon F. Osgood as skipper, towed the
bot avenue was found not guilty of following films at thc Farnsworth
teith officiating. Interment in boat into Rockland.
loan procedures, to administer land, Wednesday, Feb. 8. Office
GOOD USED CAR
Achorn Cemetery.
imprudent driving as charged by Museum on Sunday. Jan. 22. at 3 has just received from the Trea this program.
hours are from 10 «. m. to 9 p.
15-31 Rankin Street
.
*vvfh — At. Rockland. Jan. 19,
state police.
All small businessmen, except m, and no charge is made for
34-Th*B-tf\
Menahga Grange
p. m.; “Major Religions of ths sury Department, copies of the
Charles VV. Smith, age 68 years.
State police brought the charge World" which surveys thc origin. publication entitled. “Your Fed those engaged in seed, stock and counsel and advice.
Past Master Josephine Geele,
Funeral services Sunday at 2 p.
m. from Davis Funeral Home, 558 i assisted by thc degree team con- after Sleeper was involved in an Rituals and symbols of Hinduism eral Income Tax, 1955’’ (For In- growing operations, arc cordially
Mnin street, 'with Herbert K. I ferred the First and Second De accident at the Spruce Head road Buddism. Judiasm
When a man tells what he thinta
invited to bring their financial
Christianity dividuals.)
Ellery T. Nelson, Inc. Johnson of Camden officiating. In- grees upon a class of candidates in St. George early Sunday morn and Mohammedanism; "Can We This booklet contains a com problems to the temporary offi of his neighbors it ls easy to tell
?rment in Achorn Cemetery.
ing.
Immunize Against Prejudice?” prehensive explanation of the in ces as designated in the follow what his neighbors think about
Daniello—At Boston. Mass.. Jan. at the regular meeting Monday
DODGE-PLYMOUTH
Sleeper and a companion were which demonstrates how three come tax law and thc rules which ing itinerary. Counsel and advice him.
She also installed Jane
20, Annie Louise Daniello, infant night.
uninjured.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Victor i Morse as gatekeeper for 1956.
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
sets of parents try to "immunize" apply to individual taxpayers. It .‘Sxx^rx^xx^r.-^-x^-x^xx^xx^xx^xx-^xx^xx^x^x^-x^xx^xx^x^x^K^x^x^x^xy
« . •
D-» niello. Private funeral ser
The Grange voted to enter the
their children against prejudice, is intended to provide answers to
Sunday at 2 o’clock from Russell
First Choice Used Cars
Wilbert G. Robinson. 31. of 16
1956
Community
Service
Contest.
by
three different methods; "Bark- most of the difficult problems S
Funeral Home with Rev. Merle S.
Af The
Prospect street pleaded guilty to
ROCKLAND
A square dance is planned dur
cloth People” which presents two which might be encountered.
Conant officiating.
513 HAIN ST.
TEL. 720
a
charge
of
drunken
driving
Plain non-technical language is
Jahn—At Coopers Mills, Jan. 17. ing February, further announce
instances where African Chris
104-tf
brought by state police as the re
Jahn of Union.
age 61 ments will be made later.
tians are helpi-d by their faith used, examples are given and
WMMWWMMWWWMMMMMWWMAMPWV Theodor
years and 11 months.
Funeral
sult of na accident at St. George
through trying situations: "The check lists and indexes are availservices were held Friday.
Wednesday.
Cheat” which is thc story of an' able for easy location of topics of i
Folks who can take a hint are
He appealed a fine of $100 and
enterprising 9 year old boy who interest.
never those you are driving at.
$7.70 costs and was released in
This year’s edition represents a
discovers that the end does not
That Generations
$200 personal recognizance.
CARD OF THANKS
justify the means: “Rim of the departure from prior issues. It is
Robinson was uninjured in thc Wheel.” thc story of a young wife larger, covers a wider range of
The family of Freeman Br ?wto Come may
er wish to thank all of our Wednesday accident when his car
who discovers that religion has problems, and the reader can
HOMES FOR FUNERALS
friends and relatives for their struck another vehicle nt Wiley's
Remember
a definite place in the home and, readily locate the details on any
kindness during our recenft be
Corner.
ROCKLAND
THOMASTON
that the church is as important as particular subject of interest to
reavement, for cards, letters and
• • •
flowers. Our special thanks to Dr.
her social functions; and “F<^ him. The last chapter consists of
558 Main St. 22 Knox St.
One
cue
was
heard
at
Friday
i Gilmore Soule and Rev. Charles
Every Child,” a film designed to Hlled-in tax return forms with
| Monteith.
morning's Municipal Court ses
Leah Davis Brooks
Mrs. Freda Brewer, daughter, sion involving Ray S. Mosley of confront adults with the serious explanations.
Copies of this booklet may bc'
need of all children for faith in
I Mrs. Ervin Wooster and son. Rockland.
Serving Knox County since 1875
56-tf
Freeman, Jr.
9*lt
God and to stimulate in adults a obtained from the Boston Field
The accused was charged with
sense of responsibility to provide Office of the U. S. Department of
maintaining a restaurant without
( ARD OF THANKS
Commerce.
1416
Post Office
We wish to thank each and first having registered with the for this need.
JIlBldllBlIiliP.
Building.
Boston.
Mass..
25c per
everyone who made our card par Maine State Tax Assessor. He
copy. Check, cash, or money or
ty a success.
Merchants giving
pleaded guilty and Judge Strout Income Tax News
i prizes and candy, all parents
der in the appropriate amount,
from the South School who helped continued thc case to Jan. 25 for
made payable to thc Treasurer of
In Booklet Form
i with money, card tables, gro- sentence.
the United States, must accom1 ceries or refreshments and to all
Date of the violation alleged by j
The Boston Field Office of the pany requests. Stamps cannot be
BURPEE
i of you who reserved tables. Our the warrant was Dee. 13. 1955.
party was a greater success be
U. S. Department of Commerce, accepted in payment.
Funeral Home
cause of you and a very eo-operaIt’s not what you fail for, but
ttve committee. Again thanks lo
BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
what you stand for, that counts.
you all.
Established 1830
« checking a faziuly moewMrs. Ruth Fogarty, Chairman
I
Your DODGE DEALER? Yes!
ment, your choice is not
i of Ways and Means Committee.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
TOO LATF TO CLASSIFY
only for your lifetime, hut
TEI« 390
South School PTA.
9-lt
for generations to corne. We can
The Mel Stafford Trio Is Now Playing At the Thorndike
110 UMEROCK STREET
help you find lasting satisfaction
PAIR of Rimmed Glasses found
ROCKLAND, MAINE
IN
MEMORIAM
Hotel Every Night from 8.30 to 12 P. M. For Good Music
through our wide selection of Rock
WE ARE ALSO YOUR FRANCHISED DEALER
at Knox Theatre last week. Call
VH-B' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ " ■ ■ ■
of Ages family monuments. Each is
at BOX OFFICE.
9-11
and Dancing Hear This Trio. It Is a Treat For This Area,
FOR
mother. Etta Ranquist, who pass
hacked by a signed guarantee to
MINNOWS for sale. $1 a pt.
you, )'W heirs, or your descendant*.
ed away Jan. 20, 1950.
Believe Me.
THE BEAUTIFUL NEW 1956 AERODYNAMIC
Her children and grandchildren. LEROY BRIDGES. Pleasant Gar
9«lt
9*lt dens.
NATE,

Coming Events

'

E

THORNDIKE HOTEL

DAVIS

The Wet Sl«M<wd Tlie

I

RUSSELL

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Chester Brooks

WARREN
CAMDEN

Tel. CRestwd 3-2981
Tel. 2151

Kn.x-Uno.ln-Wald. Ceontiea
1-8-tf

J or J —w kIMb. W M

PLYMOUTH

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 73 YEARS
PHONE THOMASTON 175
William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine

AT THE THORNDIKE HOTEL
9-3-1S

All Models, Colors and Styles — At Prices You Can Afford

ELLERY T. NELSON, INC.

515 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 720

DEPENDABLE SALES AND SERVICE

CALL

1

RANGE

3 7 1 - for Heat Pacha
AND

FUEL

Oil

MARITIME OIL CO.

Ffiflt
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

WARREN
ALENA L

81ARRETT

Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood 3 2491

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three linen Inserted

oace lor M cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cento (or each line, hall price each additional time used. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, L e., advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Conrier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to seenre best result*.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
Al.I. CLASSIFIEDS—CASH

No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or indhiduals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a

Uao.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

TRACTORS, Pillsbury’s have
a good selection of John Deere.
Farmall, Ford and other used
tractors for sale. Also equipment.
Check on our easy terms on the
tractor you need today.
W. S
PILLSBURY & SON, College ave
nue. Waterville. Maine.
6-S-9

ESTATES Heatola like new for
sale, priced for quick sale Tel.
THOMASTON 191-14.
9*11

THREE
Shoats
around
40
pounds for sale. $9 to $11 each.
EDWARD GRINNELL.
Burkettvflle.
8*101
TEN White Peking Ducks for
sale, $1 each. KENNETH SMITH.
Northport. Tel. Belfast 739-M4 af
ter 5 p. m.
8‘10
GLENWOOD
combination oil
and bottle gas range for sale. 36
inch.
Asking $75.
Call ROCK
LAND 1491.
8*10
"WEEKLY WINTER “SPECIAL
80’’ Heavy Nylon & Cotton Up
holstery Fabrics for sale, Regular
$1.79, 2 yards $1.80. Limit 12 yards
to a customer. Store hours daily
10-5.30.
1-5.30 Sundays.
THE
MAINE
TEXTILE
CENTER.
INC., Route 1. between Belfast A
Searsport. Maine's Largest Selec
tion of Fabrics.
8-9
Used Tractors V

Loaders
Yarmall M Oliver
John Deere MT

If. S. Pillsbury &
WATERVILLE

__________________ ______________ 6-S-9

BIRD Feeding Stations for sale,
also 20” girl's bike. RAYE'S
CRAFT SHOP. Prescott St., 7*9
’"MUST Sell New 34’ House Trail
er. Fully equipped, accommodates
four. Nicely located. Priced right.
Ready for immediate occupancy.
WiU make terms. TEL. 137-M. 7*9
SPEED Queen Washing Mach
(or sale, excel, cond., $40; also
large living room heater 100 Ib.
coal cap.. $30. Inq. E. ROWLING,
4 Prospect St.,
7*9

ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
NEW AND USED
For Service, Call

Reginald H. Russell
Rockland 163-M
FOR SAI-E
Pistols, shotguns, rifles, tele
scope sights, mounts, ammunition,
bandloading supplies, and other
shooting accessories. CAMDEN
SPORTING GOODS.
(Allan IN.
Forsyth), Sherman's Point, Phone
Camden 2675.
1-tf
FOB SALE

FOR SAI.E
Attention camera fans. (1) Ko- I
dak Pony 828 w’ith case and flash. '
$40.50; (2) Kodak 35 mm. F-3.5
with case and range finder. $37.50;
(3) 35 mm. F-3.2 with case, flash
and range finder, $35.75; (4) Ko
dak reflex with flash. $15.95. Slide
projectors.
(5 ) 300 Brumberger
mount in case, $37.50, with Airequipt automatic slide changer,
$47.50;
(6) 200 watt Mansfield.
$19.95. Let’s swap. We are still
buying good used cameras and
LARGE House wanted centrally
equipment. S. F. MORSE, 344
Main St., Tel 640-W.__________ 9-14 located in Rockland, would buy
immediately, must be reasonably
THREE Pc. White Bathroom
priced. Add to property. 6 BERK
set for sale. TEL. 1264 after 5.30 ELEY STREET, Rockland.
9’ll
p. m.
LOGS wanted, pine spruce and 1
1954 .BELVIDERE Plymouth hemlock. Roadside or delivered to
for sale set slip covers, 2 pic mill in Camden. KNOX LUMBER
ture and 2 single windows drapes PRODUCTS, Tel. Camden 402.
with traverse rods. GEORGE LA
142-S-tf
COMBE, Old County Road, arcoss
DRIVER for wholesale and re
from Cities Service.
8*10 tail milk delivery. Married man
Venetian BUnds-Wlndow Shades preferred. No liquor. ALFORD
LAKE FARM, call Lincolnville
Made To Fit Your Windows
3-4615.
8-10
All Styles and Colors
Free Estimates — Call
WOMEN wanted. You can earn
Tel. 939
as much as $2 per hour as full or
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
part time Avon Representatives.
579-589 Main St.
Rockland. Me. Openings in Thomaston, Camden,
136-S-tf Damariscotta, Hope, Washington,
Rockland.
Write
BARN Shovels for sale. $1.19; Cushing.and
also,
manure forks.
ansilage MRS. RUSSELL JOHNSON, Au
8*13
forks, chopped hay forks, snow gusta Road. Waterville.
SALESMEN WANTED
shovels, barn scrapers, sawdust
Unlimited earnings under our
shovels, axe handles, hammer
handles, cantdog handles, every salary and commission plan. All
thing for small tools on the farm. benefits including life insurance,
dependents. Car
W. S. Pillsbury & Son, Waterville, hospital and
Apply by phone to
Maine.
6-S-9 necessary.
~100 FATHOM % in. cable for TEL. 1724 for appointment. 8-tf
COOK, quiet, competent, wants
sale, $50; 6 coils '4 in. 200 ft. each,
$10 each; Victor oil stove, ABC work in adult Christian home.
burners, cost $116.50 used two NANCY SAVAGE. Mt. Vernon.
7*11
winters, sell $20 cash. Tel. 513-J. Maine, Tel. 21-2.
17 OLD COUNTY RD.
8*10
CASH for old guns in any con
dition. H and HL hinges, porce
lain. pottery, glass, silver, paint
AND
ings. and furniture. Top current
MAN’S Gold Ring Set with blue prices paid. G. BEECHE. S3 Main
and white stones lost Friday St.. Thomaston. Write or Tel. 209
7-i8
morning. Reward. TED I>aFOL- mornings or after 4 p. m.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted from
LEY, Tel. 889.
9-11
Monday morning to Friday night,
live in. Contact EDDIE MAYO.
TO LET
Newbcrt’s Restaurant from 8-2.
7*9
UPSTAIRS Furnished
Apart Tel. 1368-W.
ment to let. 4 rooms and bath,
heated, hot and cold water. Adults
- WANTED only. TEL. 1536-M between 12 and
6. "
8-10 Men To Cut Logs In Waldoboro
~UNFURN. 5 Rm. Apt. with bath CONTACT FRANK Sl'KEFORTH
In Burkettville at Night or
to let. TEL. 1339-W.
8-tf
Dutch Neck, Waldoboro, Daytimes
FOB RENT
7*9
HOSPITAL
Beds,
Folding

WANTED

LOST

FOUND

Wheel chairs. Tel. 939. UlNITED HOME SUPPLY CO., 579589 Main St., Rockland, Me
136-S-tf
Brazing and cutting torchee
UNFURN. Four-Room and Bath
Hose, lighters and tip cleaner*
Apt. to let.
Heated, newly re
Welding and chippers goggles
modeled. Call after 5 p. m. at
Brazing rod and soapstone
MORRIS GORDON & SON, 201 SOUTH MAIN ST., Tel. 5179*11
Rockland.
137tf W.
ONE Rm. Apt. to let. hot water
and I furn. rm. Kit. priv. if de
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC
sired. 29 BEECH ST.. Tel. 1116-W.
Your
| ______________________________ 8*13
OROSI.EY-BENDIX
TWO 4 room apartments at
Dealer
Warren village to let. TEL.
443 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
CRestwood 4-2441.
8-10
PHONE 721
ltl-tf1
THREE room furnished apart
ment with bath to let;
also 3
ALUMTNUM Combination Doors room unfurnished apt. HASKELL
8-10
and Windows for sale.
Priced & CORTHELL. Camden.
right,
Installed right. E. T. I TWO or three rm. apts furnish
LONG. 113 Camden St., Rockland. ed or unfurn. to let. F. G. PRIEST.
Tel. 1503.
118tf 109 Park Street. Tel. 1024.
8*13
UNFURN. 4 Rm. Upstairs Apt
to let with bath and shower. TEL.
SFECiAI PBlCE
290-R.
8-tf
All Populxr Sixes
THREE Rm. Apt. and Bath to
TRACTOR
let, heated, H&C water. Tel.
CHAINS
THOMASTON 104.
7-9
4x24 ------ $28 31
HEATED Room to let. 17 LIND1»<3S ------ $48 50
SEY STREET, Tel. 744.
7-9
10x34 ------ $41.01
MODERN Apartment to let,
lOxtt ----- $34.04
completely furnished, automatic
CBO8S CHAnrs
heat. TEL. 523.
7*9
$1.30
AT 81 Union Street, modern,
W. S. Pillsbury & Sen
heated 3-room apt. to let with
WATEKVllLZ
bath. CALL 893 days and 233 eve
nings.
6-tf
6-S-9
STORE and Tenement together
OXYGEN, Acetylene, Hydrogen, to let. Good location. Inquire 210
Nintrogen. 002, Pure Compressed I Main St.
6-9
Air, Welding Supplies and Equip
FURN. 2 Rooms and Flush to
ment for sale.
MORRIS GOR let. 34 FULTON STREET. Tel.
DON, and SON, Rockland.
In
1379-R.________________
3-tf
Camden, Fisher's Eng.. Mechanic
PLEASANT, spotless, 3 rm. unstreet, Camden.
119tf
9x13 LINOLEUMS for sale; regu j furn. apt. to let, first floor, bath,
lar $10.96 for $6 96. NORTH EAST- fine loc., adults, hot water, mod
LAND TRADING POST, Thomas erate rent. 2nd bell. 87 NORTH
7*9
ton.
67-tf MAIN STREET.
FTVE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let.
FTPB FOB SALE
Black and galvanized. All sixes, I central heat. CALL 798 after 12
157-tf
low prices.
BICKNELL MFG noon.
OO., Lime St.
22tf
FURNISHED Apartment to let,
Inquire in person at 11
BABY Parakeets, fu3 line of adults.
parakeet foods and mineral health JAMES STREET.___________ 147-tf
grit. GRACE'S GARDENS, Mrs.
HEATED and unheated furn.
Charles A. Swift. 9 Booker St., apts. to let, from $7 to $15 a week.
Thomaston. Tel 374.
ltf Fully equipped with bath, free hot
“WINDOW SHADES and BIJNDS and cold water, some with elec,
for sale; custom made. Call us; stoves, rubbish removed free. V.
free installation. Tel. 801. SEA F. STUDLEY, 77 Park St., Tel.
COAST PAINT OO- 44P Mala St.. 8060 and 172 Broadway Tsl. 1234.
47-tf
Wnehtoxux
MM
Small heated office with lava
tory to let. CHARLES E BICK
J OHM DEEM
NELL, n. Realtor, 497 Main St..
Tel 1647-W.
148 tf
C“
BLADES
HEATED Store to let, 499 Main
nad WIYCHEf
street, over 1000 sq. ft. floor space
deep, dry, cemented basement
W. S. PUsbury &
CHARLES E. BICKNELL. U.
WATEXT1LU
Complete stock of:

Oxygen
tors.

and

Acetylene

regula

Sm

Mrs. R. E. Royer has returned
home from the Maine General
Hospital, in Portland, where she
was under observation for a few
days.
The sewing circle of Ivy Chap
ter OES will meet Tuesday after
noon with Mrs. Helen Maxey.
William King is a patient at thc
Wilson Nursing Home at Coopers
Mills.
Mrs. James Kinney, past chair
man of the Extension Association
was given a surprise stork show
er at the Tuesday meeting held
at the E. A. Starrett Auxiliary
Hall.
Miss Doris Hyler has returned
home from a visit with Mrs. Nina
Davis in Framingham. Mass.
Mrs. Rose Payson is employed
at the Town Office at which the
work of the year is being comple
ted in readiness for the annual
town meeting.
Mrs. Ernest L. Starrett has re
turned home from the Knox Coun-

MAN wanted to work on poultry
farm. Apply in person. L. B.
ROKES, Cobb Rd., Camden. 3-tf
TWENTY-FOUR HR. Photo Ser
vice. Ask for lt at your local store
or at Gifford’s, Rockland, Me.
57-tf
PAINTING and Paperhanging.
Inside and out, all work positively
guaranteed. Will furnish material
Work accepted Warren to Camden.
Estimates free.
VAN E. RUS
SELL. Phone 676-M. Post Office
Box 701, Rockland.
73tf
DON’T discard your old or
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and relinishing, 48 Masonic St., Tel.
1106-M.
ltf
IRON,

Steel.

Metal,

Rags

ano

Batteries
wanted.
Call
123
MORRIS GORDON & SON, Cor
Leland

and

Tax.

Sta

Rockland
to-44

REAL ESTATE
G. I. Opportunity, 6 rm home,
large lot. good location. Accepted
by Veterans Administration. Luckj
GI can get it at once.
Phone
SCOTT KITTREDGE. Rockland
1692-W.
9-11
ONCE in a while, someone gets
a real bargain—this it it. Fabu
lous Victorian home selling al less
than a tenth of its original cost.
Suitable for guest home, nursing
or convalescant home or small
school. 12 rooms. 3 baths, large
studio barn. Make your own offer.
SECURITY REAL ESTATE CO..
Dorothy Dietz. Camden 2117 or
8897 .
9-lt

FOR REAL ESTATE
Austin D. Nelson
CALL 928
41 IJmerork St.

Roekland

148-tf
HOUSE for sale, contains 2-5
rm. apts. with priv. baths and en
trances. Central heat, oil furnace,
3 yrs. old, new storm windows
throughout, large yard, central lo
cation. CALL 798 after 12 noon.
157-tl
CXSCSSSXXZZSSSESZSXSZ'

Cousens' Realty
Business Opportunities
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
21 LIMEROCK ST.

TEL 1538
Across from Post Office

ty General Hospital, Rockland,
where she received, treatment for
Infection of the sinus.
Salk polio vaccine shots will be
given all Warren school children
in the grades and freshman class
at the high school, who have not
previously received them, at the
grade school Jan. 27 starting at
10 a. m. Dr. Fred G. Campbell
and Mrs. Esther Long R. N.,
will be in attendance.
Church Notices
“In Quest of a More Excellent
Spirit” will be the sermon theme
Sunday morning at the Second
Congregational Church.
Rev. Sterling Helmer announces
thc following topics for the Sun
day services
at the
Baptist
Church at 10 a. m. “The Desire
to See Jesus” and at 7 p. m.,
“Magicians-Old and New.”
The Baptist mid-week service
Wednesday night will be held at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
mond Kenniston.
The monthly Baptist Sunday
school teachers and officers meet
ing is set for 7 p. m.. Tuesday at
the Montgomery rooms. It will be
followed by the fourth teacher
training class in a series of five
in the YBA yearly program due
to start at 8 p. m. The teachers
from
the
Nobleboro
Baptist
Church join the Warren Church
that night.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

4-H Club News

Grange Corner

County AgenFs

Medal Winners la Knot - IJncoln
Counties
Corner
National recognition is given
White Oak Grange
boys and girls enrolled in 4-H
By Martha Campbell
clubs who have by their achieve
White Oak Grange held its reg Dear Farmer;
ments been selected as outstand
The more I see of thc new farm
ular meeting Jan 13,
Worthy
ing in the counties in their work
account books, the more I like
Master Ruth Wiley presiding.
and records.
Our new movie projector has them.
4-H Club Doings
During 1955 gold filled medals
At first. I said to myself, “How
arrived and was used during the
were given by the National
The set of four books
By Ixiana Shi ble*—MI
lecturers hour to show films on Awful.”
Awards Program to these boys
( lab Agent
fire prevention and of Yellow looked like more than I would
and girls who were outstanding in
want to tangle with.
stone National Park.
4-H work in Knox-Lincoln Coun
Yet, as I reflect, may it not be
Sterling Morse was present to
ties.
Appleton
give instruction in running the ! true that the set of four books
Appleton Boosters met with Name
Club
Protect
makes the whole ta.sk of keeping
machine.
their
leader,
Sheila
Hart.
January
Arnold
Hill
of
Georges
Valley,
adequate
farm
records
more
Refreshments were served by
14.
They
donated
a
dollar Field Crops.
Margaret Tolman. Helen Castner i simple? I believe it does,
j The three additional books sort to Polio. The older girls sew
Constance Wilson of Miscella
and Evelyn Payson.
I
Our Chaplain. Bertha Perry is out the items that tended to make ed on their skirts and the young neous. Home Beautification.
Constance Wilson of Miscella
i the old set-up complicated. A sep- er ones on their holders. The cook
ill.
At our next regular meeting. I arate inventory and depreciation ing girls made salad dressings neous, Dairy Foods.
June Stimpson of White Oak,
Jan. 27. a "Country Store” dur ' schedule set up on a five year and muffins.
Dairy
Foods.
ing the lecturer’s hour. Proceeds period saves much copying, puts
Hope
I this whole problem in one simple
Sandra Mank of Warren Wonder
to go to the Polio Fund
The meeting of the Hopeful
book.
Homemakers met w’ith Mrs. Joye Workers. Dairy Foods.
Weymouth Grange
A fairly new subject, Social Se Pearse with seven members pres
Elaine Hoffses of Pine, Frozen
By Laurence O’Dell
curity payments for farm help, is
Foods.
ent
and
one
visitor.
Voted
to
clean
Weymouth Grange met last
also in a separate book with sep
Eugenie Woodward of Wawethe church for the summer for
Monday night in the Grange Hall
arate pages for each employee to
| nock. Frozen Foods.
their
community
project.
For
sub

at Thomaston. Celia Wallace was
keep these accounts from being
Alton Gammon of White Oak,
ject matter, Margaret Carr and
chosen to take the place of Ceres
confused with each other, and
Harriette Libby cleaned the re i Tractor.
in the Grange.
summary sheets so you will know
Richard Nash of Ayrshire Dairy,
frigerator. Ruth Carr and Maxine
It was voted to have Neighbor’s
when you are to pay deposits if
Libby cleaned the toaster. Ber Tractor.
Night Jan. 30 with the following
needed, and totals for the years.
nice Gamage and Juanita John ! Wayne Brown of Busy Farmers,
Granges as guests: Acorn Grange
A third book will be helpful to
Tractor.
son made cookies.
of Cushing; Seven Tree Grange of
some. This is a place to keep rec
Forrest Hunt of Bunker Hill
Union; Pioneer Grange of East
Rockland
ords of your open accounts, eith
Workers, Tractor.
Union; Megunticook Grange of
South End Girls held a meet
er money owed, you, money you
LAWRY AND MARTIN’S PT.
Carole Lunden of Singing'Sew
Arthur MacFarland. Jr., was Camden; Warren Grange; Owls owe ,or nodes and mortgages. ing. January 12. with Hazel Kav ing. Canning.
Orange;
Wessaweskeag
taken to Knox Hospital Wednes-! Head
There is also a place to draw up anaugh leading. Voted to give $1
Helen Mank of Hopeful Home
day, where he underwent a ton-: Grange of South Thomaston; and financial statements which some to the Polio drive. Next week they makers, Canning.
St. George Grange.
sillectomy.
people like to do even if they are will work at the Red Cross. Their
Charlotte Lermond of LuckiVisitors are requested to bring
Mrs. Wallace
Jackson and
not going to a bank to borrow sub j eet matter was how to make ettes. Canning.
'
sweets
or
sandwiches
and
to
furdaughter Shirley, Mr.s. Robert
money.
over clothes. Also how to prepare
Sandra Mank of Warren Won
Hanrahan and daughter Stephanie |
"“"”>erS on the program
Then, of course, there is the ba cloth for rutting.
der Workers, Canning.
It
was
voted
to
give
the
pro

all of Waldoboro called on Mrs.
sic number one book—the cash re
Warren
Richard Shuman. Happy Go
Jane C. Murphy and Miss Rosa ceeds of one Thursday night ceipts and expenses book. This
At the meeting of the Warren Lucky. Poultry.
dance in January for Polio and
Carter Sunday.
has been improved over the old Wonder Workers on January 11,
David Pound of Ayrshire Dairy,
Lewis Cook and Gordon Win the proceeds of a dance in Feb book in several ways. First, there they made plans for the demon
Poultry.
ruary
to
Thomaston
Senior
Class
chenbach returned to the Univer
is more room for detailing who, strations! they will give at the
Maurice Jackson of Jolly Work
sity of Maine Sunday after a trip.
what, when and where for each PTA in March. Voted to give $1 to ers. Poultry.
Megunticook Grange
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Eltransaction. Then, we have left Polio.
Constance Wilson of Miscella
Megunticook was host grange to the headings of the cash columns
den Cook and Mrs. and Mrs. Wil
neous, Poultry.
Union
liam Pottle.
representatives of 12 neighboring blank so that each farmer can
Elaine Hoffses of Pine, Garden.
The Meadow View Club led by
Granges on Wednesday night with set up jthe headings that he de
Kenneth Noyes of Meadow View,
Mrs. Evelyn Noyes was called to
EGGS
CHICKS 35 visitors and 42 members pre sires for his particular farm. order by President Kenneth Noyes. Garden.
sent. The program was opened Then, there is an opportunity, if
Cairole Lunden of Singing Sew
SEX-IJNK chicks from Maine
He also gave a talk on his trip
w’ith the song, “Smile, Smile, one wishes to take it, to record
U. S. Approved Pullorum typhoid
to State Contest at the University ing, Garden.
Smile,
”
group
singing.
Piano
the
total
value
of
a
transaction,
clean for sale.
An exceptional
of Maine. Voted to pay the bill
Herbert Moody of Jeffersonian
cross for good livability, large solos by Sharon Watts, accom whether or not cash was paid.
on the Christmas boxes.
Mrs. Farmers, Dairy.
egrs and heavy birds.
DUTCH panied by group singing.
Brief And an opportunity to record Cap
Athleen Blake spoke on “Simple
Ann L. Sprowl of Hopeful HomeNECK HATCHERY. Melville W. readings by two of the visitors.
itol items transactions without
DAVIS, Tel. TEmple 2-9466. Wal
Dairy.
makers,
Repairs
Around
the
Home.
”
doboro, Maine.
3-*/ Vocal solos by Harland Robin becoming confused on the cash Jimmy Blake demonstrated how
Forrest Hunt of Bunker Hill
son. Treasure hunt by all mem account.
CLEMENTS
WHITE
LEG
to put a cord in a flat iron and Workers Dairy.
I know, that if you need an ac
HORNS—pullet chicks grow quick bers, prizes awarded winners.
Alton Gammon of White Ook.
ly, econonically into healthy, high Tap dance by Dottie Jean Dow. count system, and if you will try Kenneth Koyes showed how to re
producing layers. Produce more Soliloquy by an Old Fashioned this one on your farm, that you paid a plug. Refreshments of Dairy.
eggs per hag of feed. Priced rea Gown; Louise Eugley, TranquilElaine Hoffses of Pine, Clothcookies, rolls, candy, peanuts and
will find it a good one.
sonably. Maine —U. S. Approved
punch were served by Mrs. Blake. ing.
lyt
Grange.
Piano
solo.
Lorraine
Gil Jaeger. County Agent
Pullorum Clean. Also Red-Rocks
Carole Lunden of Singing SewThen they all watched TV.
(Black Pullets!, Reds. Golden Dow’. Vocal solos, Jennie Pietros
The Owaissa girls met at the ing, Clothing.
Crosses for eggs. White Rocks for ki. Dances. Marjorie Trout. Vo
Thompson Memorial, Friday the
June Stimpson of White Oan,
meat. Write CLEMENTS CHICKS, cal duet. “It Is No Secret What SOUTH WALDOBORO
INC., Route 33, Winterport, Maine.
Word was received from Mr. 13th with Mrs. Veda Scott leading. Clothing.
God Can Do.” by Janette Cum
(3)
Eugenie Woodward of Wawemings and Lucie Lewis. Closing and Mrs. George Jones that tihey Voted to make dish towels for the
thought by Mrs. Dow’. Closing i arrived in St. Petersburg, Fla.. hot lunch at school. We also have nock, Clothing.
SERVICES
Percy Cunningham of Hol’y
£ong "Auld Lang Syne.” Refresh- and are having a wonderful time, two new members the secretary
Mrs. Eva Monahan of the vil- Sandra Calderwood writes, “They Workers, Electric.
CESSPOOLS and Septic Tanks ments W’ere served after the:
cleaned by machine. C. E. FEN- meeting.
lage called on her parents, Mr. are Jo-Ann Kennedy and Patri
Alton Gammon of White Oak,
DERSON SANITARY SERVICE,
Electric.
On Jan. 25 an Irving Berlin pro- and Mrs- A. J. Genthner and her cia Brown.”
Tel. 1314 Rockland, 24 hr.. 7 day
Mrs. Christine Savage showed
Arnold Hill of Georges Valley,
service.
8*16
how to lay out a pattern.
Electric.
cal,
instrumental
music and day.
WE repair and service all
Mrs. Dorothy Carter, Mrs. Ger
Russeil Luce of Hapipy Go
Jefferson
makes of sewing machines and dancing. And on Feb. 1 our guest
vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW speaker will bc a State Trooper aldine Brow and daughter Karen,
Jefferson Eagles led by Mrs. Lucky. Electric.
ING MACHINE CO.,
395 Main who will give a talk on the traf son Jeffrey Allen of Friendship, Robert Wilson held a meeting
Constance Wilson of Miscellane
street. Rockland, Tel. 1724 . 8-tf fic problem.
called on Mr. and Mrs. W. G. January 17 at their leader’s home. ous. Home Improvement.
MUSIC Lessons, Trumpet, Trom
On Saturday, Jan. 28, the Polio Wallace recently.
Faye MacDonald of Happy Har
They did the following demonstra
bone, Clarinet, Saxophone and
Richard Schofield was home tions:
fruit salad, Bobby Amos vesters, Home Improvement.
Accordion. GIFFORDS. Tel. 146 Benefit will take place; a public
Elaine Hoffses of Pine, Home
121tf supper, 5 to 7. followed by a game from the University of Maine for and Bobby Dodge; egg grading,
party during the evening. Many
weekend.
.
Allen Holmes and Bobby Wilson; Improvement.
valuable prizes have been donaMr. and Mrs. Fred Genthner How to take dents out of wood,
Roger
Wilson
of
Jefferson
BARBOUR'S LIGHT DELIVERY ted.
1 were In Rockland Monday.
Roger Wilson; freezing meat. Jon Eagles, home Improvement.
Richard Nash of Ayrshire Dairy,
Packages, Grocery Orders,
Olsen; freezing carrots, Joe JackThe kind of popularity that can
Water on the brain has nothing
son; freezing apples, Philip Han Meat Animal.
and Light Furniture
to do with a thirst for knowledge.
be bought isn’t worth the price.
Wayne Brown of Busy Farmers,
sen.
TELEPHONE 603
The meeting of the Luckiett.es Soil Conservation.
133*tf
Richard Nash of Ayrshire Dairy,
was called to order with Sandra
Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
Mullens presiding. They sang, Soil Conservation.
Carole Lunden of Singing Sew
MISCELLANEOUS
“The Yellow Rose of Texas”.
$
l IT
r- 5
8
b
5
7
1
Voted that each member donate ing, Food Preparation.
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
Elaine Hoffses of Pine,
Food
to the March of Dimes. Gail
Send five questions $1.00, stamped
13
11
IO
ii
envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS,
Campbell demonstrated “How’ to Preparation.
advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett,
Romona Drinkwater of Pine,
Measure Both Dry and Liquid
5
17
14
Ib
Mass. Full page reading enclosed.
Food Preparation.
Ingredients.
”
Mary
Wilson
show

Prompt reply.
53-S-tf
Jeannette Russell of Nimble
ed how to “Prepare Apples for
AUCTION, Legion Hall, Union
ib
Baking”;
also to core, sweeten Thimble. Food Preparation.
every Sat. eve., 7 p. m., that we
can get the merchandise. Come
or flavor the apples.
FT
ii
lo
11
and save on your buys. Prices not
Camden
duplicated elsewhere. Rock bot
w
lb
Pine Club held a meeting with West Rock|
sr
lb 17
tom. lots of automotive supplies
15
MRS.1. MABEL
MABE HEALD
lately. HARVEY GURNEY, Auc
Mrs. Marjorie Hoffses, their lead
Correspondent
tioneer, Union.
8*10
er.
For the community project
bb
Medical Oxygen Regulators and
each member will make a bag
Masks for rent.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Andrews
and present it to Camden Commu
5i
34 1
45
4b 37
We also supply medical oxygen.
nity Hospital for the patients to and sons Glenn and Tommy have
Sold only through your family
use. These will be all collected moved to Vineyard Haven on
physician’s prescription.
O
3b
40
Martha’s Vineyard, Mass., where
MORRIS GORDON & SON,
next spring.
w
Rockland.
137tf
Mr. Andrews has employment.
Seaside
4-H
met
at
the
YMCA
41
41
43 44
Leslie Packard has been moved
January
9.
They
elected
a
comCESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
to a hospital and Mrs. Packard
I mittee to plan a community proweaned, repaired and Installed,
4b
47
M4
4b
to the home of her son. Vesper
automatic cleaning
equipment.
! ject. The president elected a
Packard in Rockland, due to the
Free inspection and estimates.
committee to organize a 4-H
51
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
53
51
illness of both.
1
dance.
They
are:
Linda
Barker,
owned and operated. Tel. Camden
Mrs. Hartwell Dowling and son
Patty Curit, and Rebecca Water
2687
72tf
5b
54
55
Hartwell, Jr., will leave Saturday
man. The cooking girls had a
for Seattle. Wash., where they
judging contest on table setting,
PLUMBING and HEATING
will sail for Japan. The ywill be
the first year on stitching, for the
FREE ESTIMATES
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
accompanied as far as Boston by
1-Besides
41-Girl’s name
12-Eagle
sewing
girls.
ARTHUR CULLEN
Mrs. Dowling’s sister, Mrs. David
4—Mischievous child
43-College official
15-Genuine
LICENSED PLUMBER
17—Units
7-A
vehicle
45-More
profound
The surest way to get more of Hamalainen.
12 North St.
Thomaston, Ms.
2Q-Wishes for
47-Gained
10- Make a mistake
The Tuesday Club met Tuesday
Tel. 284
what
you want is to want less.
23- Not at any time
11- Like an old woman 50- Answer (abbr.)
evening with Mrs. Perley Merri
74-tf
24- Direct
51- Put off
13- Wild (Scot.)
field. Next week Mrs. Elmer Mer
53- Note in Guido’s scale ?5-Evening (Poet.)
SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH? 14- Withered
rifield will be the hostess.
27- Anger
16A
waken
54- A wager
Translations and private German
28- Clear of
55- Butt
Frank Hakala who has made
Lessons.
Contact CHARLOTTE 18- Sea! with wax
32- Choicest
56- Pale
his home in a camp near the vil
UPTON, Camden 2088.
67-tf 19- Taverns
33- Let fall
20- A vegetable
VERTICAL
lage died at Rockport Sunday
Fly Northeast Alrliaee, connec 21- Consume
34- Mo re beloved
tions made for all lines. Giffords 22- Even (Contr.)
1-Affirmative reply
35- Reclaim
night where he had been taken
Rockland, Me.
89tf 24- Provided with pas
36- Heavenly body
2- Before
only a short time before.
3- Tracks
37- Cured hides
sageways
WELL! WELL! WELL!
The local Extension Association
4- In fact
42-Crimson
If lt Is water you need, write 25- A relative
met Monday evening with Mrs.
44- Organ of hearing
5- One thousand one
R. W. DRINKWATER, Well Drill 29- lnto
5-Braids
45- Gentle blow
30- Six
Keith Orsekett. The
assistant
ing Contractor.
P. O. Box 135,
7- Goldsmith’s melting- 46- A compass point
H H 0 53EH
Camden.
Tel. 2768.
Installment 31- Repaired
Home Demonstration Agent. Mrs.
(abbr.)
pot
35-Ree
lined
plan also available, no down pay
□a snsHsnn n
Esther Mayo was present and led
8- Money(Rom. Antiq.) 48-Man’s name
38-A title

&

eport

ment necessary.

Member of New

■ iirarjnra ■ rjimnnra

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

NOTES OF A

Central Maine

NICHOLS POULTRY FARM OFFERS

"1956" OFFICERS AND PROJECT

Extension Day

Power Co. Ups
Lloyd N. Benner

HATCHING EGG ARRANGEMENTS

LEADERS ELECTED FOR

TO MAINE POULTRY FARMERS

KNOX-LINCOLN COUNTIES

Warren Extension Day group
met at the Auxiliary Hall. The
subject taken up was "Tour
Food Your Pocketbook and You,*’
With Mr*. Folsom, H.D.A., as
leader of the meeting. A very de
licious dinner was served by the
committee. Hazel Hills. Ruth
Perry and Mary Atwood. After
the dinner a surprise stork show
er was given Gerry Kinney. She
was presented a basket of gifts
by Martha CamjAxll from mem
bers of the group Gifts were
op< a» d. and word of thanks given.

Maine people can earn over a , The Nichols concern furnishes
Community officers and project ell; Vice Chairman Mrs. Mabel
Lloyd N. Benner, director of
electrical installations, has been million dollars annually by rais- stock to producers and contracts leaders recently elected for Knox- Wright; Secretary, Miss Ruth
named to head Central Maine inK hatchery eggs for the nation s j for their production of egg?. Lincoln extension groups are as Thurlow; Clothing. Mrs. Ruth
follows:
Power Company’s new adequate largest producer of chicks and Coleman said.
Pearse; Foods.
Mrs. Georgia
“Many Maine people can earn
wiring program.
for the broiler industry.
Brownell;
Home
Management,
Aina
He went to work for Central George Coleman, general man- a good annual income in this man
Chairman, Edna Barton; Sec Mrs. Ruth Morse; 4-H Club Repre
Maine Power Company in 1914. he ager of the. Nichols Poultry Farm. ner while others can enchance the retary, Theolyn Erskine; Clothing, sentative. Mrs. Joye Pearse;
started in the Meter Department In<* . of Kingston. N. H., claims. I income they already get from Christina Albee; Foods, Flora Know' Your Neighbor, Mrs. Flora
By Henry Teague
efficient the house, the more qual
of the old Rockland. Thomaston Coleman, whose firm conducts a I their farms.“ Coleman said,
Hatch; Home Management. G-race Thurlow.
It has been pretty well proven ity birds can be raised. Every and Camdln Street Railway. His huge research unit in Brunswick, I He said that the Nichols PoulJones;
4-H Representative, Chris
HunUmti Hill
in tests that controlled ventila- time a hand operation is elimina career was interrupted by World said that expanding business re- try Farm. Inc., furnishes eggs
tina
Albee;
Know’ Your Neighbor,
Chairman. Eva Rankin; Secrelation,
controlled temperatures ted. the raiser has time to care War I. when he served 15 months quires the obtaining of the output ! and chicks for 55 per cent of the
Mabel Bryant.
taiy. Helen Fisher; Clothing. Ruth
and controlled lighting have a de for more birds. One necessary overseas in the Signal Corps, re- of an additional half million hens ' nation’s huge broiler industry. In
Boothbay
Simonton
Applin;
Foods, Flora Hewitt;
hand
operation
remains.
That
is
cidedly beneficial effect on poul
turning to the company in the fall now with at least double that pro- i addition, he said, they do business
Chairman. Mrs. James Stevens; Home Management, Lee Smith;
Chairman, Mrs. Etizabeth
try. That, of course, is assuming feeding and thus far no one has of 1919. At that time he was made duction in prospect for the future, in many foreign countries includ
Secretary, Mrs. Earle Fuller; 4-H Club Representative, E. Ar- Simonton: Secretary. Mrs. Lillian
that the three are controlled cor come up w’ith an automatic feed foreman of the inside construction
“If Maine people want to raise ing Japan.
Clothing, Mrs. Ray Arcese; Foods, lona Hubbard.
Simonton;
Clothing,
Elizabeth
ing device that seems to satisfy
rectly.
and chief electrician and held this eggs for us we will be glad to
Coleman said that Maine peo- j ^jrs Harold Hardwick; Home
Simonton;
Foods. Alma Ulmer;
all
dressing
plants.
The man who handles laying
Jefferson
position until the company w’ent co-operate with them, otherwise pie who wish to cash in on this
Management. Mrs. Miriam Reed;
Home Management. Ivis Cripps;
We have automatic water that out of the w’iring business.
hens has his own choice of envir
Chairman. Bertha Dusha; Sec
we will have to give this lucra- . new’ business can get more infor- ■ . u Representative, Mrs. Earl
4-H Club Representative. Eliza
I
Tk-M
seems
to
work
pretty
w
’
ell
on
the
onmental conditions as far as con
retary. Elinor Hixon;
Clothing.
Later he was in charge of the tive business to some other state, ! mation by getting in touch with ! q
|Gaw; Know Your Neighbor. Mrs.
beth Simonton; Know Your Neigh
trols are concerned. At the pre whole and some houses have au service department at Rockland much as we will regret to do so,’’ him at the Coleman Research
Irene Pratt; Foods, Laura Cun
Max Munroe.
bor, Mrs. Arlene Gray.
sent moment practically all are tomatic heat. But there are very and in November 1933 he was Coleman said.
ningham;
Home
Management,
Farm here.
few
who
have
automatic
ventila

Boothbay
Evening
Tenants Harbor
using light controls, some are
Susie Levensaler; 4-H Club Repre
transferred to Waldoboro as town _____________
Calendar for the year not com sentative. Eleanor Hodgkins.
Chairman
Gertrude Hupper;
using ventilation controls and pos tion that is geared to all kinds of representative. Less than a year
pleted.
Secretary, Marjorie Cook; Cloth
sibly a very few are using heat weather. That means synchroni later he became district superin-1
Nobleboro
control. Perhaps the chief rea zation of heat and ventilation. tendent in Brunswick. In 19445 he THE GRANGE CORNER
Rrtotol
ing, Bearle Wall;
Foods. Ellen
Chairman. Evelyn Hatch; Sec
Stacks
and
windows
will
not
do
it
j
son that scarcely anyone uses heat
Chairman, Marion Mank; SecGrosvenor; Home Management,
was transferred to Central Maine
retary. Madeline Chapman; Cloth
control in a henhouse is the cost. but fan ventilation will. The trend Power Company’s general office
Mildred Pierson; 4-H Club Repre
ing. Forence Peck; Foods, Vir
Georges Valley Grange
sentative. Gertrude Hupper.
No one seems to have come up of thinking seems away from fans in Augusta to become director of
the following officers.
Charlena Bjorkgren; Foods, Audginia Ward; Home Management.
with a thoroughly satisfactory that draw air from a pen. Instead electrical installations.
Overseer,
Clara Wentw’orth; , rey Rice; Home Management
Silver Star Certificates were
South Thomaston
Jane Day; Know’ Your Neighbor.
way to control heat, although tests the idea is to have the fresh air
A native of Thomaston and a awarded at the installation of Steward, Clifton Fuller; Assistant Florence Prentice; Know’ Your
Chairman. Eleanor Tyler; Sec
Flora Weeks.
pumped
into
the
pen
and
exhaustI
have shown that hens lay best at
Mary Pearson and
graduate of the Rockland public Georges Valley Grange, before a Steward, Leland Briggs; Chaplain. Neighbor.
retary. Carolyn Davis; Clothing,
North Nirblehuro
an even temperature of around 50 ed through properly spaced out school system. Renner also grad large attendance.
Marguerite Griffin;
Treasurer, Josie Spirowl.
Marion Colby; Foods, Vivian
lets.
Joseph
Moody;
Secretary.
Hilda
Chairman,
Maude
Spear;
Secre

degrees the year around.
uated from Rockland Commercial
Deputy Allan Young awarded
Bur kettvlJle
York; Home Management, Louise
Thus
brings
one
to
the
windowCollege.
However, hens do a very g< od
two Silver Star Certificates at the Stockbridge; Gatekeeper, Roland
Chairman.
Gladys
Linscott; tary, Phyllis Libby; Clothing. Trafton.
Perry; Foods. Frances
His appointment to head Cen installation ceremonies Tuesday Gushee; Ceres, Hazel Robbins; Secretary, Janet Millay; Clothing, Mary
job at laying except under ex less house w’here every inlet and
Thomaston
Home Management,
treme cold or heat conditions if outlet is scientifically balanced to tral Maine Powrer Company's ade night to Angie Fish and Roland Pomona, Angie Fish; Flora, Helen Marjorie Ludwig;
Foods. Nettie Thompson;
Chairman. Vinnie Benner; Sec
Uda
Bennett;
4-H
Club
Represen

other essential practices are in keep the temperature in the house quate wiring program is an indi Gushee. The remaining six Certi Simpson; Lady Assistant Stew Grinnell;
Home
Management,
retary. Ann Erickson; Clothing,
order. A constant supply of heat even at all times. Don’t get the cation that the company will play ficates will be awarded at a fu ard. Eva Briggs.
Athlene Blake; Know Your Neigh tative, Thelma Brown.
idea
of
wild
breezes
blowing
Viola Littlefield; Foods, Laura
The remaining officers will be
a leading role in fostering good ture meeting.
controlled to an even temperature
bor, Chloe Roy.
Orff’s Corner
around
the
pen.
Baffles
will
take
Harjula;
Home
Management,
installed
at
a
later
date.
and
adequate
wiring
in
the
house

in this part of the U.S.A. would
Past Deputy Raymond Danforth
Chairman. Fannie Weaver; Sec Mary Crie.
C amden Senior
M- mbers were very sorry to
holds within its service area. Join of Seven Tree Grange and staff:
really be something to achieve in care of that.
Chairman. Ernestine Buzzell; retary. Margaret Hutchins; Cloth
How about the advantage of ing in with the efforts of nation Marshal Allen Young. Regalia hear of the untimely death of our
many of the poultry houses due to
North Union
Secretary, Annie Howard; Cloth ing, Hazel Hall; Foods. Dorothy
Brother,
Herbert
Campbell.
Much
such
a
system.
The
litter
problem
ally
known
electric
appliance
the fact that they were not con
bearer, Hope Leach; Emblem
Chairman. Doris Miller; Secre
Prock; Home Management, Lulu
ing.
Marion
Wasgatt;
Foods,
Ruth
would be practically nil. In case manufacturer electrical associa bearer, Alfreda Grotton; Pianist, sympathy is extended the family.
structed for that purpose.
Jackson;
Know Your Neighbor, tary, Grace Mink; Clothing, Anne
Our next meeting will be Feb. Dean; Home Management, Eliza
One type of house that is being of wet dropping following a di tions and numerous other utilities Bernice Young; Master. Allan
Burgess; Foods, Juanita Hawes;
Ada Elwell.
beth
Megquier;
Treasurer,
E.
7.
and
we
hope
more
of
our
old
built by a few poultrymen—none sease such as bronchitis or fol throughout the nation to help the Leach, all of Pioneer; and ChapHome Management, Marie But
Maude
Greenlaw;
Know
Your
Ow ls Head
in Maine that I know about—uses lowing a caponetting job, the heat American house-holder live better lain. Alice Danforth of Seven members will be present.
ler; 4-H Club Representative,
Due to bad traveling and sick Neighbor, Mrs. Mary Nash.
Chairman, Margaret Knowlton- Evelyn Noyes.
Tree Grange, very ably installed
the sealed double pane windows and ventilation could be stepped electrically.
Camden Junior
ness none of our members have
Secretary. Dorothy Baxter; Cloth
facing south with an overhang up to correct the litter condition
Vinalhaven
been able to attend the last tw’o
Chairman. Winnifred Meservey; ing. Inez Montgomery; Food*,
that lets the sun enter the pen in in short order. The constant flow
Chairman. Erma Holbrook; Sec
Traveling Grange meetings.
Secretary. Ruth Goodridge; Cloth Vera Mathieson; Home Manage
winter but shades it out in the of fresh air night and day might
Reta Arey;
Clothing,
ing. Lucinda Waterman, assistant, ment, Athleen Pease; Know Your retary,
warm months. Conditions in such be a good answer to the big winLimerock Valley Pomona
Emily
Arey;
Foods,
Edith
Ruth Imhof;
Foods.
Dorothy Neighbor. Elena Fredette.
a house are reported to be very the respiratory problem.
By Evelyn St. Glair
Grimes;
Home
Management,
Mitchell, assistant. Avis Rainpleasant both for the hens and the
For the artificial lighting it
Koeldund
Pomona met at St. George Sat
Hazel Dyer.
frette; Home Management. Marie
caretaker. Bui there again such would be possible to space the
Chairman. Gladys Orff; Secre
Slick Tricks For Home Sewing
Tenants Harbor; Elizabeth Simon urday, Jan. 14. with St. George
Connell;
Know’ Your Neighbor, tary. Gladys Studley;
Waldoboro
a house is much more expensive sleeping and eating periods to the
Clothing.
Training Classes He4d
ton;
Frances Montgomery. Inez Grange. There was a small atRuth Goodridge.
Chairman. Ethel Benner; Sec
best advantage of the birds. In
to build.
Winifred Proctor;
Foods. Min
Slick Tricks for Home Sewing Montgomery, Owds Head; Marion i tendance due to rainy w’eather.
It seems possible that there case of a cannibalism outbreak Training classes were held on
Damariscotta
erva Small;
Home Mangement. retary. Pearl Mills; Clothing.
Colby, South Thomaston; Lois i "Greetings were given by Masi Chairman. Irene Puffer; Secre- Evelyn Cates; Know* Your Neigh Dora Sukeforth; Foods. Jenie
might he some changes coming the lighting could be controlled to Wednesday, January 18. at the
Anderson Carleen Nutt. Rockport; ter Lillian Rackliff of St. George
Miller; Home Management. Mar
in broiler
house construction suit the situation.
Farnsworth Museum in Rockland, Dorothy Brownell. Ruth Pearse, | Grange and the response was by tary-Treasurer, Evelyn Wright; bor, Golden Munro.
! Clothing, Verna Brag-don. assis
tha Calderwood;
Know Your
which would tend to give better
Such a house w’ould not be enor and Thursday, January 19. at the Hope;
Rockport
Athelene Blake. Marjorie! J. Herbert Gould.
Neighbor. Julia Burgess.
control of heat, light and ventil mously expensive. The saving in Nobleboro Grange Hall.
Ludwig.
Doris
Miller,
North i A special birthday poem for tant. Gladys Atkinson; Foods,
Chairman.
Helen Ingraham;
ation.
windows with extra cost of fram
South Waldoboro
Mrs. Esther Mayo, agent at i Union.
Gene Rackliff was read and an Betty Parson. assistant, Isabelle Secretary, Dorothy Reed; Treas
Sunlight is not one of the essen ing would help some on the cost large, assisted Mrs. Folsom at the
I Minott;
Home Management, urer, Mabel Withee; Clothing, Lois
Chairman, Roes Weston; Sec
other,
“
The
New
Year
’
’
by
Mother and Bad Letters
tials to broiler growing. In fact of the ventilation system. Natur Rockland Training Class and Mrs.
Gladys Clark, assistant, Mary Anderson; Foods, Thora Wads retary, Marion Pitcher; Clothing,
The Mother and Dad letter (or Elena Fredette.
it is not advisable to have too ally, one would have to have a Esther Gross, county clothing
Hind.
Foods, Agnes
worth; Home Management. Lillian Dorothy Reed;
Special
music
by
Mildred
Mills
much light in pens as it tends to standby generator for such a leader, assisted at the Nobleboro bulletin) which is sent out sevSpicer ; Home Management. Sybil
I>r»-Mlen
Clough.
was enjoyed by all. The speaker
1
eral
times
a
year
by
the
Univerpromote feather picking, especi building.
Winehenbach; Know Your Neigh
meeting.
Chairman. Pauline Powell; Sec- j
We«t Rxx kport
I sity of Maine, Extension Service Ralph W. Bartlett, secretary of
ally on flocks that have not been
In summer control w’ould not
Clothing leaders who attended to parents of small children, must the Rockland Chamber of Com- I retary. Winifred Houdlette; Cloth- ; Chairman. Dorothy Hamalainen; bor. Gladys Patrick.
debeaked. At the present moment be as complete, tout a well-insula
Walpole
the training clasees and who will , be requested before it is mailed. merce gave a very interesting ing, Olive Popp; Foods, Phaedra I Secretary. Ethel Counce; Clothing,
broiler house window’s are used ted building without window’s with
be conducting the meetings for J .pbe reqUest may be verbal or talk on roads. The closing thought I Munsey;
Chairman, Mrs. Mervin Rice;
Home Management, Evelyn Merrifield; Foods, Gladys
for light and in many cases ven fans pumping in air would be an
Keller; Home Management. Char- Secretary, Mrs. Donald Carrigan;
Marie Austin.
their own groups are:
Dorothy wrltten. The bulletin is free and was by Leola Robinson.
tilation too.
advantage on hot days. Anyway Childs, Winnifred Proctor. Eve
I lotte Davis; 4-H Club Represen- ^loth‘nK
Mrs. Vincent Koch
Degrees were worked on two :
Edgeromb
available to all parents of small
A window’ is not necessary for many of the disease problems,
lyn Cates. Rockland; Elsa Kigel, children, whether or not they are candidates.
Foods. Mrs. Willard Doell; Home
Chairman.
Eva
Grant;
Secre

tative,
Marion
Salminen.
ventilation. A shielded slot will especially those of a respiratory
Martha Campbell, and Marion Extension members.
Management, Mrs. Russell New
At 6 o’clock a fine supper of tary. Arzetta Poole; Clothing,
Sheepscntt
serve the purpose just as well. nature, disappear
during the Wyllie, Warren; Evelyn Merrifield,
comb; Know Your Neighbor, Mrs.
beans,
salad,
macaroni
dishes,
Katherine
Colby;
Foods,
Dorothy
In
aeries
I
of
the
Mother
and
Chairman.
Geraldine
Ross;
Sec1
Windows are not necessary as ar warm months.
Bernice Crockett, West Rockport; Dad Circulars the titles were:
pies and cakes was enjoyed by a Hathorne;
Home Management, retary, Winona Chase; Clothing. ), Albert Kelsey.
tificial light can be used.
I have heard that a windowings F, 0 r e n c e MacI?onaldt
Edith
group of hearty Grangers.
Warren
Pearl McKay; Know Your Nelgh- Marcia
“A Child Grows Up’’.
Ross;
Foods. Norma J
In a w’ell insulated broiler broiler house is being, or has
Branch, Camden Senior; Gertrude
i O’Neal; Home Management, Ur- i Chairman. Ruth Wiley; Seore"A Child Disciplines Himself".
Next meeting will be at Glen bor. Katherine Colby.
house the windows are the weak been constructed near Wiscasset.
Hupper, Isaie Banks, Peaile Wall,
Cove with Penobscot View Grange
“A Child Finds Himself”.
jsula Burleigh; Know Your Neigh- tary’ Hon<» Hale; Clothing, MarHope
point in the insulation. A windowThe output of this house will
on Feb. 11.
tha Campbell; Foods, Hazel Hills;
“
A
Child
Ca-res
For
Himself
”
.
Chairman. Mrs. Dorothy Brown- i bor, Barbara Hodgkins.
less house would be much easier doubtless be w’atched w’ith inter
May 1. 1955 and March 31. 1956
“A Child Checks His Health”.
Home Management. Freda Rich
to heat and ventilate.
Pioneer Grunge
est by the managers of Maine’s
on a basis of total points scored
“A Child Learns From Play”.
ards;
4-H Club Representative.
Up to now, the most ordinary big contract flocks.
By Bernice Young
in performance of regular district
Send your requests, if you have
Mildred Gammon;
Know Your
type of ventilator has been placed
It
not a pipe dream to say | dujjes
Pioneer Grange Circle met
Neighbor, Leda Martin.
not already done so, to Mrs. Ma
on the roof. The space of the ven that windowings broiler houses |
Grand award for one member of bel K. Folsom, Home Demonstra Thursday, Jan. 13, for its flrst
Warren Evening
tilator is computed to take care with controlled light, heat and
each winning district governing tion Agent, Box 415, Rockland, meeting of the year. The officers
of the number of cubic feet with ventilation may become common
Chairman. Elsa Kigel;
Secre
for 1956 were elected as follows:
body and the top cooperating far Maine.
in the building—or should be. Un in Maine. It could be the answer
tary. Sophie Burgess;
Clothing,
Lelia
Layr,
president;
Catherine
mer or rancher named by the dis
der certain conditions these stacks to some of our problems.
Jean Laukka; Foods. Lilja LaukPurpell, vice president; Thelma
trict will be a one week, expensework very well. Such conditions
ka; Home Management. Louie
Lonn, secretary; Jennie Payson,
free, vacation trip to Goodyear's Sign Up Period
exist on higher elevatidns and
Wren; 4-H Club Representative,
treasurer.
faboulous winter resort, the Wig
most spots where there is not
For ASC Program
Greta Pecce; Know Your Neigh
The next meeting will be at the
wam Guest ranch on Goodyear
much intereference to wind cur
bor, Catherine Starrett.
Grange Hall Jan. 26.
By Eleanor Carter
Farms, Litchfield Park, Arizona Ends On Feb. 1
rents. But woe to the man w’ho
WUtrfleld
j Pioneer Juvenile Grange will
in December of 1956.
tries to use stacks where back
Chairman. Emma Morse; Sec
Everyone loves good brownies!
Brown Sugar Brownies
The initial sign-up period for be re-organized Tuesday afternoon
Members of the Knox-Lincoln
drafts are prevalent. They just
Use basic recipe, substituting 1 retary. Catherine Perry; Clothing,
I district governing body who will J Knox and Lincoln County Farm- Jan. 24 at 3 o'clock by Juvenile Everyone can also learn to bake
won’t w’ork and if left open dur
compete for the Goodyear award ' ere to enroll in the 1956 Agricul- Deputy Bernice Young. Sister them perfectly in an electric cup firmly packed brown sugar1 Hattie Hausen; Foods. Sylvia Mcing cold periods can really cause
j Kin non;
Home
Management,
are: Leroy E. Brown RFD 1. Wal-1 tural Conservation Program will Addie Tenney will be guest Flora range. I’ll give you a basic Brow for the granulated sugar.
disaster within the house by pull
doboro; Harold S. Watts. St.! be from Jan. 13 to Feb. 1 aceord- Feb. 2 at Penobscot View Grange. nie recipe and then show’ you how’
Date and Almond Brownies
Elizabeth Hardwick; 4-H Club
ing in so much cold air that birds
Georgc; Clinton H. Harriman. | ing to Mrs. Joan L. Powell, county
I you can add an interesting touch
Omit the walnuts and add 1/3 Representative. Bessie
Nilsen;
Ocean View Grange
By Ro.v Gross
pile up.
' to this delicious morsel.
cup cut dates and 13 cup chopped Know Your Neighbor. Myrtle HunStar Route,
Waldoboro; Ray office manager. Although farmers
By Nellie M. Boyles
On the whole broiler raising is a
blanched almonds to the basic nibell.
! Thurston. Union, and J. George may enroll any time during the
2-3 cup sifted all-purpose flour
small margin, quantity proposition
The regular meeting was held
year,
there
may
not
be
funds
batter. Decorate with date halves
-------- ...
Birkett, Nobleboro.
1-2 Lsp. baking powxler
The
Knox-Lincoln
Soil
Conser

which at the same time has a goal
available for approval of practices Monday evening with Master ! 1-4 tsp. salt
and whole almonds. Bake as di- j OTHER FARM NEWS
National
winners
of
the
Good

of a quality product. The more vation District has entered the
requested after the initial sign-up George Fay in the chair,
rected.
ON PAGE FOUR
1-3 cup butter or shortening
national Soil Conservation Awards year Soil Conservation Awards
Sister Mae Singer is a patient , 9 squares Baker’s unsw’eetened Chocolate Peppermint Brownies
period
will
be
honored
at
the
seven
regprogram sjjonsored by the Good
ular area meetings of the NationA farm contact will be made a* the Maine General Hospital in chocoIate
Use recipe for Brownies. Re- i
year Tire & Rubber Co., it was
KNOX-LINCOLN FARMERS'
al Association of Soil Conserva- during this period by ASC com-! Portland and we wish her ajj cup gUgar
move from oven, place 15 or 20 j
announced
today by
District
I j eggs, well beaten
munity committeemen to enroll speedy recovery.
chocolate peppermint patties on
Chairman Roy Brown, of Waldo tion districts. Plaques will be
CO-OPERATIVE
The First and Second Degrees 1-2 cup broken walnut meats
top, and return to oven about ’
awarded at state conventions to farmers in the program. It is.
boro.
however, still the farmers re were conferred on George Fay, 1 tsp vanilla
three minutes to soften patties.
hundred
first
a>nd
second
place
Members of the Knox-Lincoln
Annual Meeting
sponsibility to see that he is en Jr.
Then with a spatula spread pat- ‘
District will
compete against winning districts.
Sift flour, add baking powder
Stunts and guessing games prorolled. If the committeeman does
and salt and sift again. Melt ties out to cover entire top of
other soil conservation districts
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 25
not call before Feb. 1 farmers ceded the lecturer’s march which shortening and chocolate over hot brownies.
in the state. Non-partisan judg
•■ihould either eall on him or go was won by Sister Irene Farmer, water. Add sugar gradually to Brownie lee Cream Sandwiches
7.30 P. M.
SEE THE NEW
ing committees, selected from
to the county office. The County' First and Second Degrees will eggs, beating thoroughly. Add Bake brownies as directed. When
Maine’s outstanding exponents of
At U. C. F. Store
Agricultural Stabilization & Con- be conferred next Monday night chocolate mixture and blend. Add cool, cut in large squares or ree- i
CLINTON
the soil conservation movement,
nervation Office is located in the on two candidates.
In Rockland
1 flour and mix well; then mix in tangles. Split brownies, place ice i
will determine the state’s out
HIGH SPEED
Rockland Post Office Building. > .
,
*,j ■ ■
a j nuts
and vanilla. Spread
in cream between layers. Pour choc- ,
Treat Yaw Hana Ta
standing district for the period
UTE WEIGHT
Room 1, second floor. The 1956 Frank Flagg. Jefferson.
i greased 8xflx2" pan. Bake in pre olate sauce over top if desired.
Tap Performance
LOW COST
ACP is verv similar to the 1955
Warren
Russell,
Whitefield; heated oven 1350 degrees* 25 min Makes nine or 12 servings.
Sharp, clear TV images; ate
program. Lime, super, seeding1 Clinton Jewett, Whitefield; Her-! utes or until done. Cool in pan and
Toasted Coconut Brownies
free radio reception
CHAIN SAWS
. practices. Soil Conservation prac- bert Spear, Waldoboro; Charles cut in squares. Makes about 2 dozFollow directions
for basic
watching and listening 1
As Low As
i tices, 9-16-16 and 0-20-20 fertili- Cross. Cedar Grove; William S. | en brownies.
are yours when you rely on n
Brownies, omitting the nuts. Add
prompt, efficient
zer and forestry improvement j Bryant, Jr., Damariscotta and
$162.50
You now have the basic recipe, 1/2 pkg. <3/4 cup* Baker's coco
repairs.
practices are included.
i J. George Birkett, Nobleboro.
nut,
finely
chopped.
Spread
in
pan
so let’s have a little fun.
Complete with
j The Committeemen have heen
Lincoln County ASC committee-'
and rover with topping made by
trained and are now contacting men, in addition to those listed
Muffin Pan Brownies
mixing thoroughly 1/3 pkg (3/4
Guide Bor and Chain
; all farmers enrolled in the 1955 above, include: Bernard Newbert, | Use recipe for Brownies. Fill cup) coconut with one tablespoon
Chas. E. Stackpole ' program. They arc Ralph C.| Waldoboro and Norris Waltz of greased muffin pans 1/3 full. Bake sugar and 2 tablespoons melted
SALES and SERVICE
Wentworth. Hope; Albert V. Orff, Damariscotta. These tw0 men will ib 350 degrees oven for 25 min- butter. Bake as directed.
THOMASTON. MAINE
1M MAIN BT.
If
that
isn't
enough
to
keep
you
I
Friendship;
Chesley
Cripps.
Cam
Rockland,
Maine
be
available
for
assistance
at
u
tes
or
until
done.
Cool
before
re16 School Stmt
ToL 430
TEL. 194-3
Dny Phone 1S1-J - Nlghte IH4
den; Carleton Gushee, Appleton; their homes but are not doing con- moving from pans. Makes 14 occupied for awhile, just let me
90-S-tf

poultryman

HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENT NOTES

Home

Se/ute

SERVICE

MONEY FOR HOMES

TO BUY-BUILD-IMPROVE-REPAIR

Easy Monthly Payments
Rockland Loan & Building Association

Richards
Radio - Tele^

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Camden Firemen Have Auxiliary

THOMASTON

PROBATE COURT NEWS

WALDOBORO
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9261

News and Social Items Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT HIGH ST.. TEL 156-8

[This Is Not s Legal Advertisement]

Mrs. Louis Martin is a surgical
patient at the Maine General Hos
pital in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. William Roberson,
representing Sawyer Barker, Port
land, was in town Wednesday.
Mrs. Fred Boggs visited her
daughter. Mrs. Keith Davis, East
Waldoboro, recently.
The annual meeting of the Me
domak Fire Insurance Company
will be held at Stahl’s Tavern at
11 o’clock today.
Sylvia A. Levensaler has en
rolled in the Wilfred Academy of
Hair and Beauty Culture in Bos
ton.

Prizes were won by Misa Clara
Spear. Miss Hilda George, Mrs.
Raymond Spear. Mrs. Karl Stet
son, Mrs. Marita Hawley and
Mrs. Maynard Spear. Refresh
ments were served w’ith decora
tions being white tapers and a
centerpiece of paper mache of a
relief map of the Mediterranean.
Mrs. Rodney Brazier assisted in
serving. Other guests were: Mrs.
William Flint. Mrs
W. B. D.
Gray, Mrs.
Bowdoin Grafton.
Mrs. Lester Adams, Miss Nora
Seaver and Miss Katherine Crane.

Petitions for Probate of Will
allowed: Estates of Nan B. Higgs,

Helen F. Johnson of Rockland,
Admx.; Estate Amanda M. Lun
den, late of Rockport, deceased,
Harvey E. Lunden of Rockport,
Admr.
Petition for Distribution Grant
ed: Estate Alice E. Bowe, late of
Thomaston, deceased, Frank D.
Elliot of Thmoaston, Admr, c.t.a.
Accounts Allowed: Estate Liz
zie S. Levensaler, late of Thom
aston. first and final account filed
by Gladys H. Doherty and Ann J.
Kelley, both of Thomaston, Exx.;
Estate Etta M. Richards, late of
Thomaston, first and final ac
count filed by Lena E. Shorey of
Thomaston, Admr. d.b.n., c.t.a.;
Estate Frank W. Ames, late of
Matinicus, first and final account
filed by Adella A. Ames of Ma
tinicus. Exx.; Estate Leroy C.
Snowdeal, late of Camden, first
and final account filed by Emer
son Snowdeal, of Camden. Admr.;
Estate Louise M. Kennedy, late
of Camden, first and final account
filed by Russell Porter Kennedy,
Admr.; Estate George T. Hitch
ing, late of Camden, first and fi
nal account filed by Gladys M.
Rackliff of Rockland, Exx.
Petition for Probate of Will
filed for notice. Estate John Hen
drickson late of South Thomaston,
deceased, asking that John Oliver
Niemi of South Thomasto nbe ap
pointed Executor.
Account filed for notice: Estate
Genevieve Hanley Fry of Thom
aston. first and final account filed
by Anne H. Gillchrest of Thomas
ton. Gdn.

Mrs. H. R. Swett of North Ber
late of Rockport, deceased, Al
wick is visiting at the home of
fred Bruce Higgs of Rockport,
Mrs. William Allen on Beechwood
Exr.; Estate Maurice W. Leadbet
street.
ter late of Vinalhaven deceased.
Mrs. Dorothy Winchenbach of
Maggie Leadbetter of Vinalhaven,
Damariscotta is visiting Mrs.
Exx.; Edward G. Lane, late of
Ethel Burgess for a few days.
Vinalhaven, deceased. Annie H.
Gray Ladies from Thomaston
Lane of Vinalhaven. Exx.; Estate
serving at the Veterans' Hospital
Edward B. MacAllister, late of
at Togus this week were: Mrs.
Rockland, deceased. Edna M. An
Ralph N. Cushing. Mrs. Harold
drews. of Rockland. Exx.; Estate
Robinson. Mrs. George Woodward
Catherine M. Wade, late of War
and Mrs. Fred Burgess.
ren, deceased, Janet P. Smith of
Orient Lodge No. 15. A. F. and
Warren, Exx.; Estate Leroy F.
A. M-. will hold installation of of
Gleason late of Union, deceased,
Church Notices
ficers Tuesday evening at 8 p. m..
Charlotte M. Gleason of Union
Federated Church School Sun
at the Masonic Temple.
Exx.; Estate Annie H. Bessvy,
The Girl Scout Council will day morning at 9.45 with Mrs.
WASHINGTON
late of Friendship, deceased. Guy
Karl
Stetson
as
superintendent.
meet Tuesday evening at 7.30 at
Prescott Memorial School News
E. Bessey of Friendship, Exr.;
the home of Mrs. Joel Miller. Service of worship at 11 o’clock
Friday, Jan. 13, Clyde Sukeforth
Estate Roy V. Simpson, late cf
This is registration month and all with sermon by Rev. George H.
of Waldoboro, a scout for the
Criehaven. deceased. Ava Clark
Gledhill,
on
“
Our
Physical
and
Scout leaders are requested to be
Elected officers of the newly organized Camden Firemen's Auxiliary are, from the left, Myrna Pittsburgh Pirates, visited the
Spiritual Well-Being’’ with Dr. E. Boynton, vice president; Priscilla Hart, president; Cora Payson, chosen mother of auxiliary; Jeanette p,escott Memorial School and Simpson of Criehaven, Exx.; Es
there to register their Troops.
tate Lula E. Payson late of Rock
Roy Moss assisting. Solo by Rob Robbins, secretary and Norma Gilbert, treasurer,
baseball talk to about 55
gave
The Friendly Circle met Wed
port deceased. Knox County Trust
ert
Stackpole
with
anthem
by
the
A group of 19 Camden fireMrs. Cora Payson, wife of Cam-1 second Thursday of each month. boys. He signed autographs for
nesday evening with 24 members
Company Rockland. Exr.; Estate
present. The group worked on pil choir being “Lead Kindly Light’’ men’s wives met at the Fire sta- den's fire chief Allen Payson, was at the station. Thc next meeting the boys and also gave them a Josephine Wentworth,
late of
by
Howard.
Nursery
for
small
baseball
that
he
had
been
using
in
low cases for the Veterans' Hospi
tion Wednesday evening to form cj,oscn as -'niother” by thc group, will be Feb. 9.
Camden, deceased. Marion Cush
his demonstration.
... ,,
tal in Togus. Refreshments were children during the service of the Camden Firemen's Auxiliary She will also serve as publicity
Other members joined during
This year at Prescott Memorial ing of Rochester, N. H., Exx.;
served by the hostess. Mrs. Bow worship under the direction of and elect officers.
the evening were Phyllis Brown, School we arc raising money for Estate Alton F. French, late of
director.
Mrs. Eva Williamson. Youth Fel
President of thc auxiliary is
doin Grafton assisted by Mrs.
Richard Camden, deceased. Mildred B.
A committee of three consisting Edna Bland. Dot Drinkwater, San- the March of Dimes.
William Flint and Mrs. Clayton lowship Group will meet at 6 p. Priscilla Hart. Other officers in
m.. when a movie will be shown. cluded Myrna Boynton, vice presi of Lena Morse, Nellie Hart and dra Hall, Ruby Moody, Martha Norton and Ronnie Moore are Horton of Camden. Exx.; Estate
Staples.
Bessie S. Sullivan late of Thom
The PTA met Thursday evening Monday, the We-Two Club will dent; Jeanette Robbins, secre Louise Chapin, was appointed to Nash. Hazel Peabody, Charlotte I chairmen. Beverly Hanson and aston. deceased, Susan M. Bow
hold
a
6.30
supper
meeting
in
the
Upton.
Annie
Wentworth,
Virginia
}
Hazel
Light
were
in
charge
of
the
draw
up
a
set
of
by-laws.
tary; and Norma Gilbert, treasur
to hear Alonzo Harriman. Auburn
church vestry with Dr. and Mrs. 1
tickets for thc Poli° 8UPPer "hich ley of Rockland, Exx.; Estate
The group voted to meet on the Hartford and Jean Hodson.
architect
speak
on
building
er.
__________________________________ was held Thursday night at Wash Lina H. Frost, late of Warren, de
Laurence Shesler, Jr., Mr. and
schools. He also showed a film of
ington Grange Hall, Mary Lehto is ceased. Walter O. Frost of War
Mrs. William T. Smtih Jr., and
Eastern Star. The body was
the Lisbon Falls school. Mrs.
in charge of publicity, Glenda ren. Exr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gordon
Peters
on
Peryl Robinson's 6th grade won
placed in the tomb until burial in
Petitions
for
Administration
Creamer and Elaine Wellman are
the committee. Program commit CAMDEN
VINALHAVEN
the attendance banner. Refresh
the spring.
in charge of the polio cans here Granted: Estates Vaino T. John
tee will be Mr. and Mrs. James
PATRICIA DUNCAN
ments were served by the 6th
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
son late of Rockaind, deceased,
Chnrch News
at thc school.
Thornton and Mr. and Mrs. Rich
Correspondent
Correspondent
grade mothers with Mrs. Mildred
Richard Norton and Ronnie
Tel. 172
ard Woodcock.
Tuesday, the
Telephone 2197
Rev. W. S. Stackhouse will pre
Abbott as chairman.
Ames, Mrs. Dorothy Crockett,
Friendly Circle will hold a pub
sent the sermon ‘‘Dr. Jekyl and Moore passed out the polio cards.
Mrs. Estelle Saastamoinen en
chairman of thc School Health ex
lic supper at the church at 6 p.
Mr.
Hyde
”
this
Sunday
morning.
tertained the B. H. Juniors Tues
The vestry of the Union Church
The Monday Club will meet Jan.
ROCKPORT
aminations and other members
m. Committee will be: Mrs. Rog-1
This sermon was to have been Mrs. Hardy Joins
day night at the home of Mrs.
23. at the home of Mrs. Marjorie was painted last Monday, with thc
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH of the committee, Mrs. Barbara
er Jameson, Mrs. Rena Wotton. 1 Tounge. Mrs. Lettie Good will be following men helping out: John ,>ri achl d
we^ks
ago.but
b.
Lois Harjula. A social evening
Correspondent
Woodward and
Mrs. Eleanor
Mrs. James Hamilton and Miss
Beneficial Loan
Telephone Camden 2483
was spent and refreshments were
the reader.
! Morton. Harry Coombs, Harvey cause of the storm another sub
Hall; with ear examinations giv
Hilda George.
ject
was
used.
The
Wednesday
served. Attending were: Mrs.
Seaside Chapter, O.E.S., will A. Tolman, Gordon Perkins. Rob
Co. Staff
en by Mrs.' Jeannette Dennison,
Sunday School at the Baptist
Belle Maxey, Mrs. Kathryn Dra
ert Tolman. Maynard Pendleton, Night Church service this next
A stated communication of St. also a member of the committee.
Church Sunday* morning at 9.45 meet Monday with Mrs. Mary
week will be under the direction
per, Mrs. Elizabeth Maxey. Mrs.
Mitchell in charge of the pot luck Gus Johnson. Harvey Tolman.
Paul’s Lodge will be held at the
Plans were made for the Health
I with Mrs. Linwood Silver, Jr., as
of the social committee with
Barbara Crute all of Thomaston.
supper.
j Leon Sanborn. David Duncan, and
Masonic Hall on Monday at 7.30 Council to hold a public game
!
superintendent
assisted
by
Mrs.
I
Doris
R.
Arey
as
chairman.
Mrs. Janette Orff and Mrs. Mari
The Past Noble Grands Associ- Langtry Smith. Mrs. Gracie Lawp. m. There will be inspection and and card party at the gymnasium
John B. S. Fitzpatrick. Service of
On Sunday, Jan. 29. at 4 o’clock
on Grover of Cushing.
ry and Mrs. Etta Morton served
work in the Fellowcraft Degree. on Thursday evening, Feb. 9. to
worship at 11 a. m., with Rev. ; ation met at the IOOF hall Wed
Miss Judy Hill was guest of
a scallop stew, pie and coffee at in thc afternoon there will be a
Supper will be served at 6.30.
help with the expense of the po
Fitzpatrick bringing a message nesday evening with 25 members
vesper service in the Union
honor at a party Wednesday af
lio immunizations.
on “The Churches One Founda present. Guests were from Rock noon.
The
Try-To-Help
Club
met
Mon

Mrs. Sylvia Anthony returned Church Just for the Mermen and
ternoon honoring her 13th birth
Refreshments were served fol
tion.’’ Nursery for small chil land and Appleton. Supper was
day evening at the home of Mrs.
their families. It is hoped that this
day, at the home of her parents,
lowing the meeting by Mrs. Dor
dren during the service of wor served preceding the meeting home Wednesday from Portland attempt at such a service will be
Edith
Overlook
with
Mrs.
Doro

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hill.
ship. BYF will hold “Hi-Call Vo with Mrs. Laura Fuller as chair- where her daughter, Viva, re- most successful. The pastor will
thy Mills as hostess. The next othy Upham. Mrs. Barbara Wood
Games were played and refresh
turned to the Maine School for the
cation Night’’ at 6 p. m., with
meeting will be held Monday eve ward and Mrs. Juanita Colby.
speak
on
the
subject,
“
Why
I
ments were served. Judy received
The next meeting will be held
War Memorial Post, American Deaf after spending her vacation Follow On”.
evening service at 7. Monday, the
ning
at thc home of Mrs. Ethel
many nice gifts. Attending were:
at the elementary school on
Lincoln Baptist Association Youth Legion and Auxiliary will hold a with her mother in town.
Spear, Main street.
Sigrid Cline. Delene Barr, Donna
Brian Johnson, eight weeks old,
joint supper, Tuesday, at 6.30 p.
The Thimble Club was enter March 19.
Ward. Diane Starr, Sylvia White- Fellowship Rally will be held at
the church at 7 o’clock. A reli m. All those not solicited please is a patient at Knox County Hos
Harbor Light Chapter OES
tained Tuesday at the home of
hill, Maureen
Morse, Paulette
Friendship
pital. Brian’s father, Bruce Johngious animated film will be bring a covered dish or salad.
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S.,
Mrs. Elizabeth Lowell, Union
McLain, Maureen Carroll, MollyHELEN FALF.3
1 son, and his grandmother, Mrs.
shown. Tuesday,
the
Sunday
There will be a meeting of the
street. The next meeting will be met Tuesday evening at the Ma
Adams, Bonnie Cullen and Sharon
Correspondent
; School leaders and teachers will Boy Scouts Monday, at the Par Gus Johnson, were in Rockland
held Tuesday at the home of Mrs. sonic Hull. A picnic supper svas
Tel. Temple 2-9954
Quinn.
Thursday to visit him. His mother,
served with Mrs. Elizabeth Si
Blanche Carver on West street.
Miss Carol Stone celebrated her ! meet at 7 o’clock at the Baptist ish House at 7 p. m.
Arlene
Johnson,
remained
in
Dr. Frank Richardson spent |
The Rockport Fire Department monton and Mrs. Margaret Fen
The Dandylions will meet Tues
9th birthday Wednesday afternoon parsonage. Thursday, Prayer and
Rockland.
Wednesday in Medford, Mass.,
was called Tuesday evening to wick in charge.
by entertaining friends at the Praise service at 7 o’clock fol day with Mrs. William Kelley
Mrs. Geneva Mills has return
lowed by choir rehearsal.
An invitation to attend a meet
with his father.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George
for a covered dish supper.
home of her parents, Mr. and
ed home after spending several
Mrs. Burnette Hardy
Mass will be celebrated at St.
Albert D. Cushman spent Wed- !
Norwood for a flooded oil burner. ing of Beach Chapter, LlncolnThe 101st annual meeting of St.
Mrs. Forest Stone. Games were
James’ Catholic Church Sunday Thomas Episcopal Church was weeks as guest of Mr. and Mrs. nesday in Portland with his son | Mrs. Burnette Hardy of 1 Walk- No damage was reported.
| ville was accepted by Harbor
played with prizes being won by
Albert Columb in Springfield. 1
morning at 9 o’clock.
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey er place, Rockland, recently comThe P. T. A. will meet Monday Light Chapter.
held Wednesday evening. The
Barbara Hill, Andrea Melgard.
Morning prayer service at St. following officers were elected: Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Columb ac 1 Cushman.
It was announced that Past Ma
j menced employment as secretary evening at 8 o’clock at the Ele
Pamela Smith and Susan Maccompanied her home and were
John’s Episcopal Church at 7.40 Senior
Arthur Barbour has returned at the local branch of Beneficial mentary School. Thc subject of trons and Past Patrons Night of
Warden,
Clarence
H.
Pherson.
Refreshments
were
Sunday morning followed by Holy Thomas; Junior Warden, Donald overnight guests.
| the meeting will be ’Your Child the Chapter would be observed
; home after spending a day in I Finance Co.
served with a special birthday
Miss Marjorie Rascoe was on
Communion at 8 o’clock with D. Dodge; Vestrymen, Lawrence
Boston.
She is a native of Houlton, com 1 and His Text Books,” speaker, on Tuesday evening, Feb. 21.
cake made by Carol’s mother.
Canon Scott of the Cathedral D. Tedford, Dr. David V. Mann the mainland Tuesday and Wed
All members who wish to do
ing to Rockland when her hus Earle Melgard of Thomaston. Re
Decorations were of pastel colors.
Church Services
Church in Portland as speaker. and Com. Alfred Haynes; Trea nesday on business.
freshments
will
be
served
by
the
nate
to the Sunshine Basket for
band,
Jasper
Hardy,
became
man

Carol received many nice gifts.
The public will find a cordial {
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Bickford
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
a shut-in arc requested to leave
ager of Rockland’s Day’s Jewelry men members.
surer, Luther E. Goodman; as
Other guests were: Karen Marks.
returned
home
’
after
going
!
welcome
at
thc
service
this
week
Sunday School at the Assembly sistant treasurer, John C. Opper. have
their donations at the Masonic
Health Council Met
Deborah Chapman. Ida Elliot,
at thc Advent Christian Church. Store.
of God Church at 10 a. m. Sun- Summer vestrymen, Richard D. to Boston to get her mother, Mrs.
Hall or the Corner Shop on Mon
Mrs. Hardy was previously em
Beverly Jacobs. Susan Gledhill
The Rockport Health Council
Dora
Small,
who
has
been
an
out
i
Sund!
*y
30
“
•
m
'
,ajitor
Eve
’
, day followed by service of wor Tucker and Prof. Gordon Allport.
ployed at Day’s for several years. held a meeting at thc elementary day afternoon.
and Sherry and Linda Allen.
ship at 11 o’clock with Rev. Rob- The Parish dinner was served by patient at Massachusetts General ' '•’« P(’ndcr "nl Pr<,“ch from the
subject “What did Jesus
school on Monday evening with
Mrs. Marita Hawley Honored
,u. a,,, Hospital.
' ert Dickinson bringing the mes the Women’s Auxiliary
When all is said and done the
Regular meeting of thc Mor.arda When He Said Ye An- the Salt of . Fellowship in the church vestry 17 members present.
Mrs. Ralph N. Cushing enter sage. Evening service at 7. Wed
reckless driver ls rarely wreck
president, Mrs. Helen Toombs as
on Thursday at 7 p. m.
Mrs. Jeannette Dennison an
Council was held Tuesday night, «>e Earth?” Sunday School at
tained at a Bon Voyage party on nesday evening service at 7. Tues
less.
chairman.
nounced that the first polio im
Lunch followed the meeting
12 noon wil1 offer claS9es for a11
Thursday night honoring Mrs. day evening the Young people of
i ages. Transportation can be ar- ,
munizations would be given start
Marita Hawley who sails Jan. 27 the church will meet at 7.30.
No man makes dollars by de
PUBLIC PARTY
Mrs. l-aura Sanborn Palm.-tcr , ranged fey ca„ing Temp,e 2-9057.
SOCIAL DANCE
ing Jan. 27 by Dr. Harry Tounge
for a Mediterranean cruise. The Rev. Waino Ylonen will hold ser positing his quarters in an easy
Funeral services for Laura San At the evening service some of
SOUTH THOMASTON
with Mrs. Ada Ames. Public
G. A. R. HALL
guest of honor was presented a vices at the Holy Trinity Luther chair.
GRANGE HAI.L
born Palmeter were held at the the Christmas music will be used
Health Nurse, Mrs. Dennison and
gift from the hostess and one an Church Sunday evening. Jan.
Monday, January 23
Union
Church
January
14.
There
by
special
request
by
thc
young
Mrs.
Dorothy
Crockett
assisting.
Every
Saturday
— 9 -12.30
rfom the group. Boiiva was en 22. English service will be at 6.30
Music by the Nor’Easters
2 P. M.
was an abundance of beautiful people. "Vitamins Prescribed for
Examinations for the eyes were
joyed with three tables in play. p. m. and the Finnish service at
FOR SALE OR RENT
flowers. Marguerite Chapter, OES Christians” will be the evening
given this past week at the ele Donation 50c Everyone Welcome
8 p. m. Sunday School, as usual,
83-S-tf
attended
in
a
body.
Pall
bearers
mentary school by Mrs. Ada
topic.
Prayer
and
testimony
Bob Heald's Store
will be held at 6 p. m., in Eng
WEST ROt KPOKT
were Clyde Bickford, Curtis Web meeting on
Tuesday evening.
lish. All are welcome.
ster, Max Conway and Edwin Mrs. George Cook will choose the
Ready For Business
The Ladies Guild will hold their
Sunday-Monday-Tuesday
♦
Maddox — all members of thc chapter from the Bible. Youth
regular monthly meeting Wed
7
4 «M J
Daily: 2.00—6.30—8.30
♦
nesday evening, Jan. 25.
Sunday; 3D0—4.40—6.35—8.30
♦

Camden Theatre

low$i90™r

LAWRY AND MARTIN’S PT.

For Greater
VALVE and VARIETY
You'll Always Find More
At Yonr
HARDWARE STORE
Always (Ample) Free Parking
At Our (Bark) Door

STUDLEY
HARDWARE
Thomaston, Maine

Mrs. Janice Carter Murphy has J
returned from the Bath Memorial j
Hospital. Her condition very much
improved. Mrs. Stella Lawry is
caring for her during
Miss
Rosa Carter’s absence.
Mrs. Ida Wotton Mrs. Ruth Yat
taw and Mrs. Gloria Brazier have
employment at the Medomak
Canning Factory
in Winslows
Mills.
Mias Judy Armstrong and friend
of Boston were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur MaeFarland Sunday.
Mrs. Wardell MaeFarland and
Mrs. Arthur MaeFarland were in
Rockland Wednesday.

BUICK-PONTIAC
-fiibbU
'OO
h—
.^Z&CWtlOPKMS
SON

ENDS SATURDAY: "KENTUCKY RIFLE" and "WAKAMBA"
ROCKLAND
MAINE
(TEL892)

THE WHOLE TOWNIS SOL DOH

CWHOfWN&Mf

SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY
Continuous Sunday from 3 —

Daily: Mat. 2.00, Evening 6.30-8.30

Just phone our office Rockland 1720 for special fast ser
vice or drop in our office at 359 .Main Street, Second Floor,
Kockland, Maine, and ask for C. Cummings, Mgr.

Sunday-Monday Only
Not Since Scarlet and
Jezebel Has the South
Produced Such a Woman . . .
Richard Egan - Dana Wynter
and Cameron Mitchell in

WSL
K'

>•

Every nerve in your
body will scream as
killers stalk the man
who is too "hot” for
the town he saved
from outlaw terror!

FiVHPIYsHhD
Cinemascope
Accidentally She Stumbled On
the Truth . . . Her Husband
Negro!

W’as a

Starts Tuesday - 3 Days
Henry Fonda - James Cagney

You, too, will be sold on any

deal

you

make

HOPKINS A

with

SON.

C.

W.

ALLIED'ARTISTS events
DOROTHY

"MR. ROBERTS"
WALTER

Our hun

dreds of satisfied customers arc
your assurance of a fair deal.

Wm. Powell, Jack Lemmon
Cinemascope and Technicolor
W’eekdays: One Show At 7.15

______
711 MAIN ST.

vice,
wilh TOMMY RITTIG SKIP HOMEIER

Rockland

includes

tickets.

travel

563-R or call

trips

it

ar

Travel Ser

schedule*.

reservation*

tc.

The most
sensational
trial

in his rote of roles!

CinemaScoPE: andWARNERCOLOR

cWs BICKFORD

TRAVEL SERVICE
Ix<ng distance
ranged by

Rockland, Maine

$

'

HEW**

PUBLIC LOAN CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND
Second Floor, 359 Main Street
Phone: 1720

^the Court-Martial
of Billy Mitchell

"7 CITIES OF GOLD"

20fh Cenkvry-H*

ATTENTION:—Lobsterman and Fisherman
W’e appreciate the problems involved in your recent storm
losses of pots, gear, etc.
Public Ix>an C orporation has been a**kting people in your
business for years, and we now stand ready to help you
financially to replace or repair your equipment.

WARNER BROS, —c..—

SHOWS AT 2.00—6.30—8.30

equipped for HI-FIDELITY STEREOPHONIC SOUND

ONE VISIT TO OUR SHOW
ROOMAND YOU'LL QU/CKOt
REALIZE WHY

4

Big 2-Hour Spectacle In
Technicolor and Cinemascope
Richard Egan - Anthony Quinn
Michael Rennie - Rita Moreno

hotels,
T I.

the State N« w -

ralph

BELLAMY

...EUZABETHMONTGOMERYfeedclah.

rod

STEIGER
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THE CHURCH FOR ALL . . .

ONLY

A

GAME

ALL FOR THE CHURCH

The Church is the greatest fac
tor on earth for the building of

character and good citizenship

This little girl is playing only a game ... a
childish little game called blind man’s buff. Any
time she wants to, she can whip off that blindfold

It

is a storehouse of spiritual values.
Without a strong Church, neither
democracy nor civilization can

survive.
There are four sound
reasons why every person should
attend services regularly and sup
port the Church. They ere (1)
For his own sake
(2) For his
children's sake. (3) For the sake
of his community and nation. (4)
For the sake of the Church itself,

in the twinkling of an eye.
But... suppose she couldn’t? What if she were
forced to keep her blindfold on forever?

There are many places in the world today
where people are blindfolded, mentally and spirit
ually, and where they are denied one of the
greatest of all freedoms . . . the freedom to wor
ship as they will. We, who have that freedom,
should guard and cherish it. For ours is the right
to be enlightened.

which needs his moral and ma
terial support.
Plan to go to
church regularly and read your
Bible daily.

Day

Book
Sunday.... Job
Monday.... Isaiah

If we don’t go to Church, if we refuse to remove
our own spiritual blindfolds, we have no one but
ourselves to blame. Put on a blindfold, and see
how it feels. Imagine what it would be like to
wear it forever, over our eyes, our minds, our
souls. Then, next Sunday, go to church—and find
out what it really means to see!

Chapter Verses

Tuesday .. Zechariah

Wednesday. Matthew
Thursday . Luke
Friday.........Philippian!
Saturday.. Jude

Copyright 1936. Kelater Adv. Service, S’rasburg. Va.

Sponsored by
KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

A. C. McLOON & CO.

Rockland - Camden - Union - Vinalhaven
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Distributors Shell Gasoline*, Range & Fuel Oil
Utility Gas and Gas Appliances

E. B. CROCKETT STORES, INC.

WALTER MORSE, FLOWERS

410-412 MAIN STREET
Visit Our Luncheonette

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSN.
Serving Knox County in Thrift and Home
Ownership Since 1888

For Your Floral Needs

PARK ST. MOTORS, INC.
Packard and Willys
Sales and Service

COMPTON'S
-Mobil-Flame Bottled Gas Distributor
TEL 1135
K(K KLAXD, ME.

EASTERN TIRE SERVICE, INC.
M. E. WOTTON & SON
Floor Covering* anti Interior Decorations

ALLEN BROWN
Men's Clothing and Furnishings
304 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1782

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
“Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Your Money Back"

LINCOLN E. McRAE
INVESTMENTS

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS
Service As Yon Want It

CARL M. STILPHEN
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS
Prescription Specialists
428 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, 3IE.

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

Retreading and Repairing
70 PARK ST.
TEL. 1555

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION
AAA and Al.A Emergency Itoud Service
TEI.. 8004
ROCKI-AND, ME.

STANLEY'S GARAGE
The Handiest Place In Town
TEL. 511
ROCKI-AND, .ME.

. ROCKLAND POULTRY CO.
Growers and Buyers of
Fancy Live and Dressed Poultry

BOSTON-ROCKLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.
Boston - Portland - Rockland
Belfast - Ellsworth - Yarmouth, N. S.

MCDONALD'S DRUG STORE
Prescription Service
THOM ASTON, MAINE

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
Ford - Lincoln - Mercury
BOI TE 1
THOMASTON, ME.

G & E TEXACO SERVICE

Wes Greene — Alfred Erickson
THOMASTON, MAINE

BURPEE FUNERAL HOME

Men’s and Boys’ Wear
433-435 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

EDWARDS AND COMPANY
The Cream ol Ice Cream

THE PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
Rockland’s Leading Restaurant
Owned and Operated by the Melntoshes

V. A. BURNS MEAT MARKET
Wholesale and Retail
97 MAIN ST.
THOMASTON, ME.

SEA VIEW GARAGE INC.
CARR'S WALLPAPER AND PAINT CENTER
Homr of Dnteh Boy Faints
586 MAIN ST. TEL. 25-W ROCKLAND

MARITIME OIL CO.
KALLOCH FUEL SERVICE
MAKES WARM FRIENDS
Roekland 1311, If No Answer Call 896-R

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
Morris B. Perry - Estab. 1904 - Earle C. Perry
Food Market, Park St. - Coal Office Main St
SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO., INC.
684 MAIN STKET

COFFIN'S CLOTHING
DANIELS JEWELERS
Lloyd E. Daniels, Certified Gemologist
Registered Jeweler, American Gem Society

STARR BROTHERS, INC.
General Contractors
262 PLEASANT ST.
KOI KLAND

AL'S HAIRDRESSING
COLLINS & FOSS, INC.

Dry Cleansers
ROCKLAND — CAMDEN

MILLER'S GARAGE
DeSoto — Sales-Service — Plymouth
25-31 RANKIN ST.
ROCKLAND

HUMPTY-DUMPTY RESTAURANT
Where Good Eggs Meet To Eat

BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE
Prescription and Fountain Service
THOMASTON. MS.

RICHARDSON'S
Clothing and Shoes
THOMASTON

•

Page Seven

delightful article in last week’*
New York Sunday Times. How
ever, she observes that she now
OF
has more singing strength and
better resistance to colds.
One thing in the article fasci
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church: Church will hold its worship ser
nated me. and that is Miss Pons’
Order of Services: Parish Com vice at 7 o'clock. The pastor will
famous stage-fright. It takes the
By
munion and Sermon. 9.30 a. m.; preach on the theme ‘‘The Earth
form of being violently ill begin
GLADYS
HEISTAD
Communion
Breakfast,
10.30; is the Lord's.” All members of
ning at 7 a. m. on the day of a
Church School, 11.00. Weekdays. the parish are invited to attend.
performance. The soprano finds
Mass, Tuesday, Thursday and Fri
The University of Maine. Orono. Chorus.
that her apprehensiveness before
day at 7.30 a m„ Wednesday.
At the First Universalist Church has sent an announcement of their
His new duties will prevent Mr. a performance does not diminish
6 a. m.
this Sunday at 11 a. m.. Rev. forthcoming musical attractions Shaw from touring with the
with the passing years. She has
...
George H. Wood has as hi; topic which are as follows:
Chorale in 1986-57, but he does tried all kinds of remedies, in
At First Universalist Church: ••The Inspiration of Emphasis”.
Jan
29. Edward Ives, Folk not plan to dissolve the organizacluding psychiatry, without suc
Morning Worship and Sunday which will review’ the life and gin£rer
Feburarv
12,
Earle tion.
He will also conduct the cess. and finally has accepted it
School are both at 11 a m„ with works of Clarence R. Skinner of Meiendy
Violinist.
March
4. summer concerts of the San Diego
Rev. George H. Wood and Supt. Tufts University. Sunday School Brass Qulntct March 25. Varsity (Calif.) Symphony, which he has as a cpndition of perfarmance.
Miss Pons feels that eager
Sam W. Collins, Jr. The church is at 11 also with Supt. Sam Col- singerg. Aprll 22. Madrigal Sing
led during the last three seasons. y’oung newcomers have a tendency
choir Is directed by Mrs Iva ling. Jr. There will be musical and prs May n Ensemblc Program.
I wish someone would tell me to think of the glamor of a prima
Cooper, and the ushers and greet vocal selections and ushers and These concert9 are given Sunday
w4iy it is that so many musicians donna's life and overlook its as
er of the Day welcome all per a greeter will welcome all wor- | aftcrnoon9. at 4 o'clock, ta the
get the ‘‘bug” as we say to con pects of prue drudgery, not real
sons. Organizations of the Church shipers.
Main Lounge of Memorial Union. duct an orchestra, stepping out at izing what an artist must give
and parish include Chapin Class,
The schedule of the week in-j I believe there is no admission
times from successes they have up. Miss Pons’ rules for the good
Tonian Circle, Comity Circle, U. eludes: On Monday afternoon at
created in their special field. life .vocally speaking, are of al
Y. F„ Church School, Church 2 p. m., the regional meeting of charge.
Ezra Rachiin of whom I have just most
monastic austerity. She
Choirfl, Boy and Cub Scoutingfl the all church women of Knox County :
u
11 j Con- !; An interesting tetter comes lrom spoken is one of these, he was does not drink or smoke, almost
Association of Universalist Wom to .be vheld
at♦ .k
the d
Rockland
a brilliant pianist winning laurels never goes to parties, and spends
u. On TuesaavJ Allan Ramsay
en, and monthly suppers are held gregational Church;
• of Bath, baritone,
every second Wednesday, with spe at 6 p. m., the monthly supper of and °ne °f Maine’3 mO5t able v°- both here and in Europe. Leon her leisure time in study.
She
cial events as announced.
All the Chapin Class at the Univer- cal teach(,r9’ For quite a period Zawisza is another — he was a says: “If you stop studying, you
persons welcome.
salist vestry, and on Tuesday eve- Mr
Ramsay conducted vocal very' able violinist, both in solo stop your career.” And it is
• . •
and in orchestral work—now he is doubtless this disciplined life
ning at 7.30 the postponed teach classes here in Rockland in con
St. Bernard’s Church in Rock ers training class is held at the junction with classes in his home associate conductor at Radio City which has permitted Lily Pons to
land, Sunday services, 8 and 11 Manse; On Wednesday evening at city. His recent letter tells of the Music Hall. And there arc many have sung for a quarter of a cen
a. m.; St. James Church, Thom- 7.30, the monthly Cubpack meet-'new
of Les Camarades others. There is a similarity with tury, while others have come and
1 aston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of Good ing of Pack 203 is held at the ves ! Musicaux, the club founded by poets- many of them after win gone. Another vocal preservative
Hope Church, Camden. 9.30 a. m. try wi‘h Cubmaster Alfred L. | Mr. Ramsay and of which he re ning success in thc field of poesy, is her invariable habit of singing
Confessions at St. Bernard’s Rock Benner in charge and all parents ; mains director and president, | yearn to try their hand at proso. half-voice at rehearsal, or when
land, Saturday, 3.30 and 7 p. m
and the program of the club’s Is it ‘‘greener fields” or what? studying new music. She urges
and friends welcome.
• • •
♦ * *
opening meeting was enclosed. It An urge to try new wings, or young singers to avoid strenuous
1 Why the spiritual qualities of
singing, three or four hours at a
Rockland
members of The is a varied program, embracing what?
honesty, unselfishness, and obedi Chureh of Christ will conduct ser arias, art songs, duos, trios. ev°n
time, before the voice is fully de
ence are important to an under vices of worship and preaching sextettes and a quintette.
Recently in a Monitor I saw a veloped, and also beginning vocal
Mr.
standing of truth will be brought at the Grand Army Hall at 3 p. Ramsay is particularly enjoying picture of the famous Negro tenor. study too soon. Sixteen is usually
out at Christian Science services m.. Sunday afternoon. Evangelist a cousin of his, Robert Ramsay, Roland Hayes, and his family— a safe age for beginning vocal
Sunday.
Robert Evans from Augusta will who is making his home with him. the first I had ever seen of the studies, says Miss Pone.
Scriptural selections to be read present the lesson and groups He is in the Coast Guard at pres family. It showed his wife and
in the Lesson-Sermon entitled from Bangor. Augusta, Bruns ent. Has an excellent voice and daughter, Afrika. who is a stu
Pablo Casals, the famous ’cell
“Truth” will include Jesus’ par wick and Millbridge are expected sings very’ well, is the report, dent at Westminster Choir Col ist (and one of my "pets”) vow
able of the sewer and his explana to attend, weather permitting. but because of his occupation has lege. Providence. Both wife and ed track in 1939 or earlier that he
tion of its meaning for his disci The public is cordially invited.
daughter are handsome, their would never play his beloved in
little chance to practice.
ples (Luke 8).
Speaking of Mr. Ramsay brings faces showing great character and strument far from Prades, France,
The Golden Text is from Psalms | At the Congregational Church. to mind something encountered sensitive expression.
where he has been living in volun
• « •
(86:15): “Thou. O Lord, art a God | Rev. Charles R Monteith. pastor, with him while studying with him,
tary exile for these many years.
full of compassion, and gracious. Morning Worship at 10.40 with and it ties up with Robert Shaw.
I was thrilled—and touched as But during a three month visit
long-suffering, and plenteous ir. sermon by the Pastor: “The If y’ou will remember Mr. Shaw well—when Miss Caroline Jame in Puerto Rico, he played a lullamercy and truth.”
I Clash of Science with Ignorance,” has the members of his chorus do son gave me a letter in Edward by be learned from his mother.
Sunday services at 10.30 a. m. i Church School sessions will be at scales and exercises not knowing MacDowell’s own handwriting to Pilar Dr-fillo y Amiguet, at the
Sunday School at 10.30 a. m. and i 9.15 and 10.30. with Comrades of what range they are singing. Mr be added to my’ treasures. This house in which she was born io
Wednesday night services V 7.30. ! the Wav meeting at 6.30, Speak- Ramsay had this ruse, too.
I letter was written to Mr. Schmidt 1853. The old house in Mayagucz’
{ er at the 6.30 meeting will be would stand by the piano while of the well known music house
main street, is now occupied by
j The study in
home missions , Wendell Hadlock,
with Robert having my lesson with him. and in Boston and reads:
a ftatemity of the College ol
dealing with the American Indian t Montgomery in charge of worship, when doing scales and approach ‘‘Dear Mr. Schmidt:
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. A
will continue at the Littlefield t Appointments lor the week in- ing high F. we’ll say. I’d exclaim:
“ The title should. I think, be ceremony dedicated a bronze
Memorial Baptist Church Sunday I elude: Monday. Girl Scout Troop ‘‘Oh. I can’t sing so high.” ‘Song of the Sylphs’, from Rich
plaque commemorating thc b.rth
morning under the YBA program 11 at 3. Boy Scout Troop 206 at 7; Nothing would be said, but after ard Hovey’s ‘Launcelot and Guen- of Casals' mother, Nov. 11, 1853
with Mrs. Lois Bartlett conduct-i Tuesday, Girl Scout Troop 20 at a while he’d stand me across the evere’. I will not need another Following the lullaby Casals ac
ing the study, during the Sunday ' 3; Senior Choir rehearsal at 7 and room where I could not see the proof. I hope the Denver people
companied
Martita
Montanez
School Hour at 9.45 a. m. The Shore Village Gals at 7.30; Wed- piano, and begin scales. I’d keep will tike it. It has given us all
while she sang several Catalan
morning worship service will fol- ‘ nesday, 7.30 the Board of Deacons on ‘‘scaling’ (really literally), bother enough. Best of everything
songs composed by him.
Miss
low at 11. with the paster. Rev. meets at the parsonage; Thurs- and finally he’d say: “Do you to you.
Montanez is a pupil of Casals'.
Cheater M Staples, speaking on day. thc Diligent Dames meet at know what note you just sang?”
(Signed) Edward MacDoweH”
• • •
the subject.
‘‘The Doctrine of the church at 2.30. and the Men’s I never did. so he’d exclaim »n 28 Nov. 1902
Did you know that once, just
• * *
Prayer”. Thc BYF will meet at Association holds its monthly sup triumph: ‘‘You just sang high G!”
before a performance ln Sym
6 p. m. in the vestry with Mrs. per meeting at 6.30; Friday, the But let me see the piano and it
Lily’ Pons, soprano, celebrated phony Hall, Boston. Paderewski
Louise Thomas as leader cont:nu- Junior Choir rehearsals at 3.15. just couldn’t be done!
her 25th season with the Metro made his usual request lor a
ing this group’s mission studies. Pack 206 holds its monthly meet
politan opera by appearing at a saucepan of water, and a young
Mrs. Velma Belyea will assist ing ‘‘Pirate Waters” at 7 p. m,
I have selected three more special non-subscription “gala” on attendant, unfamiliar with the
Mrs. Thomas with this group. The
holiday greetings from musical Jan. 3. presenting parts of roles great
Polish
pianist's
ways,
‘‘The Burning Bush, a Type of
evening service is at 7.15 when
fliends—Barbara Troxell writes that have made her famous, such promptly obeyed the command.
and ‘‘Following that she is in Buhnen. Flensburg I as the Bell Song from “Lakme",
Mr. Staples will speak on the thc Church”
When Paderewski plunged his ex
subject, ‘‘The Woman at the Afar Off” are the topics of the (Germany) where she has been the Mad Scene from "Lucia”, “Je pensive hands into chilling, cold
Well”. Tuesday night the prayer sermons to be delivered Sunday doing opera for nearly two years, suls Titania” from Mignon", and water, instead of thc warming
meeting will be held at 7. with the by Rev. R. O. Johnston, Pastor of Flensburg had me floored. The [ "Caro nome” from “Rigoletto".
choir rehearsal following at 8 p ' the Church of the Nazarene. The post office found the place for me These four arias were sung in bath he expected, he exploded in
several languages, and refused to
m. Wednesday night the Ladies’ order of the services for the day on a map—lt is way up almost on her audition for Giulio Gatti- play until nearly 10 o'clock.
are:
Sunday
School
at
9.45
a.
m..
Aid will meet with Mrs. Staples
the border of Germany and Den Casazza in 1930. singing one af
Morning Worship, 10.45; Young
at the parsonage.
mark. Wish I knew more about ter thc other. Miss Pons in re MATINICUS
People’s Meeting at 7 p. m. The
» * *
I
the place. I'd guess from thc way calling the occasion said that hav
mid-week
prayer
meeting
will
be
The morning worship of the
When the weather man an
it is shown on the map that it ing sung the four arias she was
Owls Head Baptist Church is held at thc home of Mr. and Mrs. Sid- is a place of importance.
asked to waif while Mr. Gatti nounced on the radio there was
at 8.45 with Rev. Chester Staples j
Munro, Glen Cove. The Car
Mrs. Milton Katlms (Virginia ! sent for Otto Kahn, president of a chance of some sunshine one
speaking on “The Doctrine of i avan G™ups will meet at their
Peterson, formerly of thc Barry j (he Metropolitan Opera Assoeia- day recently, we agreed with him.
Prayer”.
Sunday School follows appointed times and places.
Many are suffering from the
Ens-cmble. heard here in a Com- tion. There she stood waiting,
• • •
at 10 a. m. and the BYF meets
prevailing epidemic of colds and
Sunday morning a program of munity Concert) writes that Mil- growing more and more nervous
in the church at 6 Sunday night.
sore throats.
sacred music will be presented by ton is to he guest conductor again with every passing moment. FinThe prayer meeting is held at 7.30
Linda, daughter of Mr. and
the Providence-Barrington Bible of the Houston (Texas) Symphony , ally Mr. Kahn came and she was
Thursday mght.
Mrs.
Albert Bunker, has been ill
asked
to
do
all
four
arias
again
for
six
weeks,
and
it
is
possible
College A Cappella Choir in the
» » »
that they may go to Europe again "I think it is beesuse I am so for several days.
10.45
service
at
the
First
Baptist
Thc Pratt Memorial Methodist
in May. Virginia also writes that small.” said Miss Pons, who
Mrs. Keith Ames and children,
Church. Merle S. Conant, minis Chureh. All departments of the
their two children — Michael and speaks fluent English but still have been visiting her mother,
Church
School
w
ill
meet
from
9.30
ter, will worship at 10.30. The pas
Pamela — play the piano “but with an accent. "I weigh only 9d Mrs. Charles Thompson, while
tor will preach on the theme “The to 10.30 a. m. Nursery care will
hate to practice just like any ' pounds. They want to see if I am Keith was in Roekland.
Earth is the Lord’s. Anne Davis be provided for small children
other kids. But they will thank strong enough to last through a
Orris Philbrook has been home
will play “O Gladsome Light" by during the morning service. The
me some day for keeping them at performance.”
Nowadays Miss from Rockland for a few days.
Sullivan.
"Offertory in G” by Early Teen-Agers and the Senior
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Young
have their it." She says that being the wife Pons weighs 109. which “obvious
Brown, and “Temple March” by Ambassadors will
ly she feels is being a stylish went to Rockland Monday after
Kern. The choir will present the meetings at 5.45 p. m. Thc pre of an orchestral conductor is a
stout", says John Briggs in his noon.
anthem “I Am thc Bread of Life” service prayer meeting will be at full-time job so that she has al
6
45.
and
the
Sunday
evening
ser

most
no
time
to
work
at
her
'cello
by Stainer, and Mrs. DeGroff will
sing "My Task” by Ashford. Thc vice will open at 7. All who re -and she is a skilled artist, too.
Ezra Rachiin, known to many
services for Sunday will include ceived Christ as Saviour during
Church School at 11 o’clock with thc "Begin the Year with Christ Rockport-Camden people through
aie especially invited summers
there, writes
from
the Nursery department meeting Crusade
during thc morning service, and to this service. Rev. Edward T. Texas that “everything is grand
a. lam wi.l hare as thc subject here, we are very busy with our
Youth Fellowship at 5.30 with
Franklin Merrill leading the devo of his message Round-Up time, season (Austin Symphony), plus
,.tc.
week j guest I
tions and Barbara Whitehill con Music will be by the choir and radio
the girls trio. The service will be conducted in Chicago with much
ducting a Bible contest.
over WRKD from 7 30" success (the Chicago Symphony).
to
Thc Boy Scouts will meet on broadcast
I and I am scheduled for Mexico
Monday night at 7 o’clock, and
Monday the Colonist Pioneer City soon. Sometime I hope to
the Girl Scouts on Tuesday after
noon at 3.30. Fine Christian lead Girl, will meet at 6.30. and the brinR my wjf<, Carmcla, and son,
ership is provided for both groups. Soy Scouts Troop 204 at 7.30. The Michael, up t0 Main(,“
...
Prayer meeting will be held on first meeting of the Explorer
Overlooking the Fenway
see
Robert Sh;lw
Tuesday evening at 7.30 with a group of Pioneer GirU has been:
study of the 9th ohapter of Acts. postponed from this Monday to Qf the-Robprt shaw chora,e ba8
6. . The Golden Hour of been
.
. , , asiociate
. , eonduct,
The Junior choir will meet Friday February
_
appointed
and
Praise
and
Bible
,
.
..
,
.
„
.
afternoon at 3 30. and the senior Prayer
Mass.I
.
, , .
of of the Cleveland Orchestra?.,
will be
held on Tuesday atMr.
.. Shaw will begin
.
. .
...
choir will rehearse Friday eve study
_
~
his
duties
_ , ,
„
.
j
Attractive, comfortable, homelike
ning at 7 o'clock. Thc missionary 7.30.
.
„The Stockade meeting for next
October.
He
succeeds
be at 7 on Wednes- „ . .
„
.
rooms, suites and kitchenettes—
group will meet at the Red Cross boys 8-11j will
.u
u •
Rudolph Rmgwall, who is retiring
and the choir will meet for
Rooms on Tuesday afternoon at day,
near Kenmore Square and Boston
t
™
.
.1 after thirty years’ service with
,
, „ . ,
2.30. A study of the missionary rehearsal at 7.30. Thursday . af- thc Cleveland
Orchestra. In addiUniversity. Modern, fireproof
at 3.30 the Junior Ambook will be continued. On Sunday ternoon
. „ .
.
...
’ tion to serving as associate to
building.
from $6 double
Jan. 22. the Rockland Film Coun bassadors will have their mect- George Szell, musical director ol
FAMILY PLAN
cil will present a program of six Ing. and on Saturday at 7.30 the thc Cleveland Orchestra. Mr.
V H t 1 Special rates for permanent guests.
motion pictures: “Major Reli prayer time in preparation for Shaw will conduct several sym
gions of thc World." "Can We Im Sunday will be at 7.30.
'
phony
concerts
and
35
children's
• * »
munize Against Evil,” “Barkcloth
o{ concerts. He will also be conductThc Reorganized
Church
People,” “The Chest,” "Rim of
Jesus Christ, ol Latter Day Saints or
the Cleveland Orchestra
the Wheel,” and “For Every
pastor, George Woodward, will '
' '
rL
14 Charlesgate Went, Benton, Mai
Child."
hold service* at the OA R. Hall, 22, Church School at 10 a. «n„
t__ tend
eblnr al 11 a Tn
lf.tk-JI-4 ti —
mv „ C4m««AX» fTTV- —
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Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Karl will
celebrate their fortieth wedding
anniversary by holding open house
Jan. 29 from 3 to 5 p. m. at their
home, 11 Granite street. Friends,
neighbors and relatives are in
vited.
On Thursday, an all day meet
ing of uhe Woman’s Missionary
Society of the Littlefield Memo
rial Church was held in the
vestry. The morning was devoted
to White Cross work for South
India. At noon a delicious lunch
eon was served with Mrs. Annie
Dorman as hostess, assisted by
Mrs. Katherine Gregory and Mrs.
Katherine Cross.
Mrs. Norma
Dorman, presided at the afternoon
session and Mrs. Lucretia Dorr
was the worship service leader.
An interesting program on our
Special Inteerst Missionaries was
presented by Mrs. Vivian Lord,
vice president of the mission
Volunteers who will staff the
Tri-County Maine Cancer Society
office, 431 Main street, for the
week of Jan. 23 are: Monday, Mrs.
Edward Noyes, Rockland; Tues
day, Mrs. Harold Dunn and Mis
Edwin Lynch. Thomaston; Wed
nesday, Mrs. William Hardy, Hope
and Mrs. William Monroe. Lincoln
ville Beach; Thursday, Mrs. Rob
ert Chisholm and Mrs. Wesley
Wasgatt, Rockland; Friday, Miss
Margaret Simms, Clark Island and
Mrs. Alfred Strout, Thomaston.

Social Matters
The Ladies Home League of The
Salvation Army met Wednesday
evening for a supper meeting.
Proceeds will be used for Army
missionary work.
Mrs. Wilma
Stanley. Mrs. Zelda Trahan, and
Mrs. Evelyn Kwapiszewski were
in charge of the meeting. After
the supper a short business meet
ing and devotional period was in
charge of Mrs. Carl Brungard.
Next Wednesday evening will be
a religious service at which time
. ..
Mrs. Edward Barram of the First
Baptist Church will he the guest
speaker. An invitation is extend
ed any one interested to attend
the ladies meeting on Wednesday
at 730 p.m. at The Salvation Army
hall.
The Comrades of the Way will
hold a meeting of unusual interest
on next Sunday evening at 6.30 at
the Congregational Church. The
speaker wdll be Wendell Hadlock,
Farnsworth Museum curator, and
president of the Lobster Festival
Corporation. The young people
have asked him to speak on the
Lobster Festival and are particu
larly interested in knowing what
civic projects are underwritten by
the profits from this annual event.
Robert Montgomery will be in
charge of the worship, and Presi
dent Larry Bird wall preside at the
business meeting. All high school
youth are invited to share in this
event.

Miss Debra Ann Harlow, daugh
The Beaverettes will meet on ter of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Har
Fob. 7 at the Red Cross rooms, low, celebrated her second birth
447 Main street (over MacPhail’s day. with a party at her home on
store) at 7 o’clock to roll ban Thursday, at 105 North Main
dages. Afterwards there will be street. Many lovely gifts were re
a business meeting and refresh ceived and refreshments w’ere
ments at the home of Mrs. Glenna served. Invited
guests w’ere:
Stratton, 112 Beech street, with Betsy and Susan Johnson. Gail
Alice Bicknell and Gladys Blom Nicholas.
Susan
Stambaugh.
as assisting hostesses. Will all Sharon Smith. Geoffrey and Nan
those planning to come, please cy Low', Carol and Steve Hodg
call Mrs. Alice Bicknell at 1647-R kins, Terry, Linda and Verna
in order that there may be a gen Studley Craig and Susan Boland
eral idea of how many will attend ail of Rockland; Lyndon Delano.
President Athelene Hilt asks mem Lester, Jr., and Sandra Black,
bers to remember to bring the Fay and Frances Richardson, all
gifts for the Augusta Mental Hos of Friendship. Special gue.sts of
pital as previously discussed.
Mrs. Harlow were: Mrs. John
Low. Mrs. William Stambaugh.
Opportunity Class of the First Mrs. Pearl Studley. Mrs. Vernon
Baptist Church will hold its an Studley, Mrs. Newell Hodgkins,
nual class banquet at the church
on Thursday. Jan. 26 at 6.30 p.m.
Husbands are invited. A social
Rockland; Mrs. F. D. Winchenhour will follow the banquet.
haugh, Mrs. Lester Black, Mrs.
Ava Delano and Mrs. Frank RichThe Chapin Class will hold its
ardson of Friendship.
monthly supper Tuesday at 6
o'clock in the Universalist vestry.

Clearance Sale on Imperial and
Strahan Wallpaper at Edward
Gonia Store, Rockland.
7-12

FILMS DEVELOPED
Enlarged
ex Jumbo Prints
In Albums
12 exp. 60c - 16 exp. 80c
20 exp. $1.00 - 36 exp. $1.75

8

Please Remit with Coin

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE
P. O. Box M6, Dept A.
BAR HARBOR, MAINE
119-tf
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2 Sets of Prizes!
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SINGER
9129,000
SEWING CONTEST
ever 1700 prim in ell I

W’hen making out your will re
member your church and your
hospital.

THEODOR JAHN

Theodor Jahn. 61. of Union died
Tuesday night at a nursing home
in Coopers Milk;.
Mr. Jahn was horn in Germany
Feb. 17. 1891. the son of Johann
and Katherine Schubert Johan.
He had been a resident of Union
for several years.
He leaves two sisters, one in
Germany and the other in Philadelphia. Penn., and several nieces
and nephewn.
Funeral services were held at
2 p. m.. Friday (Jan. 20) from
Flanders Funeral Home with
Rev. Eail Trask of Union offi
ciating. Interment was made at
the Lakeview Cemetery. Union.

HII.I.IAM A. SEAOiV
William A. Seavey. Hl. died Friday at his home on James street.
Mr. Seavey was born at Cutler,

$10,000 n cosh

2nd Grand friia

.

3rd Grand hut

$5 000 « rath

4th Grand Oriia . . . $2,000 m rash

. $1,000 at rath

5th Grand Fnta .

Uh through

The Fourth Quarterly ConferI ence (Annual Meeting) of the
1 F*ratt Memorial Methodist Church
! was held Tuesday night with a
supper served at 6 o’clock. The
comniittee for the supper was Ivy
Chatto, chairman; Lena Stevens,
Thelma Stanley, Vincie Clark and
Alice Conant. A meat pie supper
w’as served to the officials of the
Brownie Scouts. Troop 19. met church and greatly enjoyed by all.
Tuesday after- school for their Rev. Alfred Hempstead, Superintendent of the Augusta District,
second meeting of this year with
w’as present and presided for the
their leader. Mrs. Ann Miller. The
business session. The pastor led a
first meeting, Jan. 10, was de
brief devotional service
after
voted to discussing the holidays
which reports were received. The
and vacations. Games were en,
conference elected three trustees
joyed the remainder of the meet,
. ,r,.
,
...
J J
| (class of 50» who will serve the
ing. The second meeting held the
.
.
. , ,
”
Church for a period of three
17th, was devoted to cooking. ypars
The results were thoroughly en- *
Trustees (Class of '59>: Ferry
joyed. Plans w’ere discussed for ,
Rich, Alfred MacFarland, Robert
the next meeting.
Gregory.

Thelma Stanley, Loiita Bicknell.
Richard Havener, Theodore Sylvester, Minerva Small, Arthur
Dame. Inez Ames,
Ministry of Kindness: Edith
Tweedie, chairman; Reita Holden.
Margaret Philbrook.
Altar Guild: Inez Ames, chairman; Reita Holden, Leona Flint,
Edna Havener, Margaret Philbrook. Margery Trask, Marjorie
MacFarland, Esther Graves, Elizabeth Guay.
Ushers elected for the year:
Donald Calderwood. chairman;
Leon Fickett, Harold Whitehill,
Robert Gregory, Henry Lurvey,
Alfred
MacFarland,
Cheever
Ames, David Holden. Leo Blood.
Winfield Chatto, David Bicknell,
Earl Simmons, Russell Woliertz,
..
~
_
Walter Calderw’ood, Richard Fowler, George Johnson, Oliver William Holden, Jr., Donald Parker,
Dr. Donald Haskell.
Twenty-eight
stewards
were
Me., June 15, 1S74, the son of Her
Boy Scout Troop Committee
elected
for
the
nominated
and
man and Deborah Cates Seavey.
elected were:
Robert Murray,
He was a Spanish War Veteran
1956
Stewards: Inez Ames, Mildred chairman; Robert Gregory, Donand a member of Knox Lodge of
Blood, Pearl Borgerson, Leroy aid Calderw’ood, Carroll Merrill,
Odd Fellows for 54 years.
Chatto, Ivy Chatto, Ralph Clark. RalPh Post’ Mel Carpenter. Harold
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. Vincie Clark, Mary Emery, Leon Whitehill, Pastor.
Willard Fair* of Rockland, one
Fellowship Committee: Mildred
Fickett, Marion
Fickett, Kate
son
W. Paul Seavey of Owls
Greenleaf, Robert Gregory, Milli- Blood, chairman; Marjorie MacHead, four sisters, Mrs. Philena
| cent Gregory, Richard Havener, Farland, Grace Lurvey, Marion
Martin of Portland, Miss Mabel
Reita Holden, Grace Lurvey, Al Fickett, Fern Horeyseck, Norma
Seavey,
Mrs. Lillian Rawley, fred MacFarland. Marjorie Mac Simmons, Edith Hallowell.
Mrs. Hattie Drinkwater, all of Farland, Dora Mank, Lina MountPastoral
Relations:
Edith
Brewer, one brother, Raymond fort. Margaret Philbrook, Ruth Tweedie, chairman; Alvra GregSeavey of Staten Island, N. Y., Rogers, E’
^lark. Herman WinRogers, Thelma ory>
three grandchildren
and four Stanley, L
Stevens, Edith I cheni*,au£h« Virginia Chatto.
Nominating Committee: Merle
jreat grandchildren.
Stilphen, Shirley
Tweedie, A
..........
S. Conant, chairman; ......
Leon
Fick-Funeral services will be held Rollins.
ett, Lena Stevens and Alfred MacMonday at 2 p. m., from the Bur
The honorary stewards elected jj.a,land
pee Funeral Home, with Rev. for the year were:
Communion Steward: Margaret
Merle S. Conant officiating. In
Honorary Stewards: Alice Britt,
Philbrook; assistants Dora Mank
terment will be in Achorn ceme Antoinette Britt, Evelyn Orcutt,
ad Edna Havener. Treasurer of
tery.
Ellura Hamlin, 'Nellie Murch.
Four commissions were elected Trustees: Robert Gregory. Se cre.
tary Trustees: Herman WinchenEDITH E. BACHKIJIER
for the ensuing year. The mem
of Church:
Edith E. Bachelder, 76. wife of bers of the Commission on Mem- baugh. Treasurer
Pearl
Borgerson.
Recording
Stew
Adelbert Bachelder, died Friday bership and Evangelism were:
at her home on 110 Union street.
Commission of Membership and ard: Leroy Chatto. Financial Sec
retary: Ivy Chatto. Lay Leader:
Mrs. Bachelder was born at Evangelism:
Thelma
Stanley,
Ralph Clark. Junior Choir DirectVinalhaven. Dec. 25. 1»79. the Chairman;
Katherine
Young,
or: Anne Davis. Junior Choir
daughter of Roscoe and Laura Ralph Clark,
Loiita Bicknell
Mother: Lina Mountfort. BenevoBray Smith.
Edith Tweedie, Margaret Calderlent Treasurer: Edith Tweedie.
Surviving besides her husband, wood, Carol Jillson, Esther DolliReports of the officers and the
is one sister. Jennie Smith of i ver, Norma Simmons, Alfred Macorganizations of Pratt Memorial
Farland,
Harold
Whitehill.
The
Rockland,
showed that the Church is in exMembers are: Edith
Funeral services will be held at Ex-officio
_
cellent financial condition. Twenty
i
Tweedie,
Mildred
Blood,
George
2 p. rn. from the Russell Funeral
Home, R»- v. E. T Bin ram off iThe Commission on Education
dating.
included:
Commission
on
Education!
CHARI.Eh W. SMITH
! George Johnson, chairman; Har*
Charles W. Smith. 68. died
! riette Trask. Secretary; Thelma
Thursday at the home of his
Stanley,
Grace
Lurvey,
Lina
daughter, Mrs. Albert Trenholm,
Mountfort. Harold Whitehill, Co
Main
street,
after
a
10« North
rinne Hughes. Margaret Calder*
long illness.
I wood, Louise Gregory. Doris Hav
Mr. Smith was born at Rock ener. The Ex-officio Members
land Sept. 30. 18H7, the son of | are:
Pastor,
Edith
Tweedie,
George A. and Lottie Cilley Smith. Georj{e Johnson
He had beeji employed at \
Commission on Missions for
Perry’s Laundry for 30 years.
the year will be:
Surviving besides his daughter.
Commission on Missions: Mil
arc two sons, Gordon E. Smith of dred Blood. Chairman;
Anne
Gallipolis, Ohio; Charles W. Smith. Eaton, Secretary; Leroy Chatto,
Jr., of Westboro, Mass.; one Edith Tweedie, Leona Flint. Millibrother, Ralph E. Smith of Ban cent Gregory, Dora Mank, Annie
gor, 10 grandchidren.
Chase. Katherine Small, Esther
Funeral services will be held Harvey,
Ex-officio
Members:
Sunday at 2 p. m. from the Davis Dolliver, Valorie Dame, Sophie
Funeral Hame, 558 Main street. Pastor, Winfield Chatto, Minerva
Rockland, with Herbert K. John- Small.
son of Camden officiating. InterThe Commission on Finance will
ment will be in Achorn Cemetery, be the following:
---------------Commission on Finance: Win- '
ANNIE LOVISK DANIKIJZ)
field
Chatto,
chairman;
Ivy
Annie Louise Daniello, infant Chatto, Secretary; Ralph Clark,
daughter of Victor P. and Marion Russell Abbott. Donald CalderEstes Daniello. died early Fri- wood. Leon Fickett. Francis Havday morning at a Boston Hospital. pner, Virginia Chatto, David Bick■M Aa- N,rn July 13. 1955. at MU.
William Koster, Ix-land
Rockland. She is survived by her Trask, David Holden, Russell WolI>arents and her paternal grand- fer^z« Richard howler, Richard
mother, Mrs. Florence Daniello Havener, Charles Jillson. Ex-offiof Rockland and her maternal cio Members: Pastor. Pearl Borgrandmother. Mrs. Annie Mitch- person.’Mildred Blood.
The following committees were
ell of Rockland, five brothers,
Victor E Frederick L.. David A., set up for the year 1956: Parson
Dennis A., and Ronald E. Dani age: Lena Stevens, chairman;
Millicent Gregory, Edith Tweedie,
ello. all of Rockland.
Katherine DeRochemont, Marion
Private funeral services will be
Fickett. Margaret Simmons. Co
held Sunday afternoon at 2 p. m..
rinne Hughes. Ada Koster, Edna
at the Russell Funeral Home,
Havener. Carol Jillson.
Rev. Merle S. Conant officiating.
Records and History: Edith
------------------Tweedie, chairman; Fannie Dow,
People who succed are those
Doris Abbott.
who haven’t time to complain.
Policy: Ralph Clark, chairman;
George Johnson, Minerva Small,
Pearl Borgerson, Pastor.
Music: Lena Stevens, chairman;
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Announces....
NEW CLASSES
TO START MONDAY, JAN.

23

Rules and Entry Blank

SINGER
SEWING CENTER
MAIN ST.

R4MALAND. ME.

A representation of North School school building for the entire city
and Tylcr Sch°o1 PTA'S met with : of Rockland, set up to include dethe Rockland School Board Thurs-! partmental work; second, to add
dav (“ven,nF ,0 Present three re-j four rooms on the new North i
commendations, principal of which School and third, to notify the |
indicated their opposition to trans- members of the f'TA bodies of any
porfntion of North End students to school hoard plans that might put i
P'0P<>scd Purehase Street into effect any change that would
School in the South End
move students.
The
recommendations
were:
Much of the discussion of the
first, to consider a junior high more than 25 parents present cen
------------------- ■ — ■
-------- tered on the school board’s plans
two have united with the Church to transport North End students
in 1956 and more are waiting to not able to attend the North
come in. The organizations are School to the South End’s Pur
strong and very active in their re- chase Street School.
Tentative plans, now underway,
spective fields and growing in
membership,
call lor a $70,000 five year school
The
District
Superintendent ' expansion program that would see
closed the conference with prayer, the Purchasse Street school re1

A children’s clinic for polio shots
wil1 be he,d Monday, Jan. 30, at
9 a. m. for children from grade
one- through freshman class of
xchool at Thompson Memorial Building.
Dr. Arnold Walker and Mrs. Ada Ames, RN, will
be in attendance assisted by Mrs.
Thelma Lonn.
Mrs. Eleann Mc
Allister, Mrs. Evelj-n Hilt and
Mrs. Barbara Russell. Another
clinic will be held on Feb. 28.
Miss Nina Russell, RN, of Port
land is in town caring for her
brother, Alfonso Russell.
Seven Tree Grange regular
meeting Wednesday, Jan. 25, Mr.
and Mrs. John Burns are on the
refreshment committee.

'
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WITH YOUR
OLD WASHER

■

FOR

THIS

DE LUXE

EASY

.

Spiralator*

AUTOMATIC
Th.te ar, NlW mad,l>, yet you

sove A
WHOPPING
WHIN

YOU

THAN
NOWI
WORIO’S GREATEST

Don’t mitt this chance to own a factory-fresh EASY
Automatic at a saving of $90. You just don’t know
how simple and work-free washday can be. Simply
put a big load in your EASY Automatic... turn it oa
... and leave it! EASY washes, rinses and damp-dries
your clothes white as clouds... bright as the sunt
Act now!

GROSSMAN WAY

Sac ir la actioe today.

Tliis **wife saver” pair does a complete wash
from wetting to drying right inside your horn
. . . and without work!

MO OOWM

e A Y M I M T • . . . I A S V THSH

Buy tkife* wonderful pair . nd save up to $140.
See your friendly CMP dealer today!

YOUR OWN

IN DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOl
All Courses Available. All Subjects and Another
Chance To Learn To Write

HOME

CENTRAL XMAINE
COMPANY
POWER

GROSSMAN'S

5th through 10th Prizes - $109 ia cash
ara5IMG(l 00 Partabla
GetComplet.

MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

aaclvafva MaaRor-AWatf O(af gie«a
rwa
completely automatic wathiaf cycloo.. ooe for Me>nlar fabrica
one for Fine fabrics.

AS UTTLE AS
A DOLLAR
A DAY WILL
ENABLE YOU TO BUILD

4th Prize - $250 in rash

ENTER NOW

WANT TO BE CONSULTED

f«or*9 iHtlotlvo g^lrolotoe WuoAInf PtMoti (ravflb
riothei ia a send*, apirai path . . waihea oil dothw
ia oil pant o< tub. feta them tltwoorl

------------ PLUS------------33 tegioaal 1st and 2nd Prizes

UNION

NORTH AND TYLER PTAs

a DOLLAR a DAY

10»h Grand Pnra . .. $500 in (ash

1000 laraf Priras

conditioned with six additional
rooms added to city school space
to alleviate the over-crowded
CONCLUDES SUCCESSFUL YEAR
school conditions expected In the
The Congregational Church con bor. Oct. 3. 1956. a. Delegate. Miss near lutore.
vened on Jan. 18 for ita 121st an Charlotte Bulfurn, b. Alternate.
Other phases of the plans adopt
nual meeting with Charles E. Mrs. Florence Snow; State Con ed by both the city council and the
Merritt, moderator, and Mrs. Jo- ference, Yarmouth, May 1, 2. school board call for combining
seph Emery, clerk. Supper pre- 1956 a. Delegates, Com. Richard the high school carpenter and ma
ceded, served by a men’s commit P. Hodsdon. Mrs. Richard P. chine shops for more room and
tee under the chairmanship of Hodsdon. Mrs. AJbert E. Mac the construction of a cinder block
Charles Foote. Sr., and Ralph Phail, Sr.; b. Alternates, Mrs. or sheet metal building at the rear
Post.
Harold S. Leach, and Robert of the high school at an estimated
cost of J+0,000.
The following officers were Lindquist.
The parents present indicated
elected:
The budget was approved upon
Auditor, Joseph Emery; Clerk, report that it had been success that they were opposed to the
Mrs. Joseph
Emery; Church fully subscribed, w’ith Kennedy transportation of their children
School: General Superintendent. Crane. Jr., reporting for the to the South End for school at
tendance and urged that the school
John Munsey; Primary Superin Board of Trustees.
tendent, Mrs. Walter Anderson;
Other votes of the evening in board keep them informed of their
Cradle Roll Superintendent. Mrs. cluded the vote to continue to plans.
At present indications are that
E. Kent Glover; Deacon (Term sponsor the Boy Scouting program
expires 1960) William H. Butler; in the parish, the approval of the the transportation of pupils from
Junior Deacons, (Term expires Benevolence budget for 1956 as the North School area and Tyler
School district, where conditions
1957) Richard C. Barnard, and presented in tiho mimeographed
are crowded even now, would be
Charles E. Call.
reports, and the setting of March
compulsory.
Deaconesses
(Term
expires 21st as the date when a meeting
A. Alan Grossman of the school
1959) Miss Maerice Blackington. of the parish will be called for
board eipphasized to the parents
M rs. Harold L. Karl; Financial the purpose of considering reports
that plans are still not definite as
Secretary, Miss Mary K. Wasgatt; from the
various committees
to the real program the board will
Moderator, Charles E. Merritt; i charged with investigations re
follow as to regards the overTreasurer. Warren H Hill; Trust- garding methods and materials j
: crowded conditions and agreed to
ees (term expires 1959) Charles1 and facilities in the new’ cburch keep the PTA members informed
M. Foote. Sr., James M. Pease. . building project.
of any agreement between the
Building Finance Committee:
Following the adjournment of board and council so they would
(Term expires 1959) Albert E. the meeting the stewardship film have ample opportunity to express
MacPhail, Sr.. (Term expires of the year. "The Serret of the ' their feelings.
1957) Everett E. Humphrey; Lin- Gift” was presented. Over 50 percoin Association at Boothbay Har- sons were present for the meeting.

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

CHURCH QUARTERLY CONFERENCE

2

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 21, 1956

Page fight

<’la«ne» open to |wnple of all agen who want t« prepare
(nr a K**°d office ponitine. quicklv. A new deferred payment
plan now available—at no extra cost. Full or part time in
day sehoool, two nights weekly in night school.

GET AU THE FACTS-Write or Call at tho School.
245 MAIN STREET

TE1.PJ-HONE 14«

WILL SUPPLY ALL
MATERIALS and FIXTURES
NO MONEY DOWN
Gocal Rcprauuutatlve

Amos Garrison
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